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Pharmaceutical Strategy and the Evolving Role of Merger and Acquisition

Abstract
It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.

Introduction
The sections in this chapter deal with a common set of topics: horizontal consolidation, merger and acquisition (M&A), advantages of size, economies of scale and scope, diversification, and industry concentration. These topics all interrelate around the fundamental issue in industrial organization: how best to organize firms and markets in order to achieve optimal economic performance?

Consolidation has been rampant in most sectors of the healthcare industry since the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, the industry was the second most active in terms of M&A activity (behind finance) between 2008 and 2009. In the pharmaceutical sector, the prior decades had been a time of growth and consolidation, as companies leveraged both size and scale in bringing drugs to market. The current landscape, however, is one of new challenges requiring new approaches to their solution. Companies are faced with internal pressures of declining pipeline productivity and compressed timelines, external pressures of patent expiry and pricing, and the uncertain implications of healthcare reform. Accompanying this evolution of challenges has been an evolution in the strategic approaches taken by pharmaceutical companies to best position themselves for success in the upcoming years.
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It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.

Introduction

The sections in this chapter deal with a common set of topics: horizontal consolidation, merger and acquisition (M&A), advantages of size, economies of scale and scope, diversification, and industry concentration. These topics all interrelate around the fundamental issue in industrial organization: how best to organize firms and markets in order to achieve optimal economic performance?

Consolidation has been rampant in most sectors of the healthcare industry since the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, the industry was the second most active in terms of merger and consolidation, after the financial services sector, and was a significant driver of the high stock prices in the 1990s. In the healthcare sector, early mergers were motivated by the need to become more efficient, to reduce costs, and to gain access to new technologies, products, and markets. Over time, these motivations evolved to include the need to compete more effectively in the marketplace, to gain access to complementary technologies and products, and to enter new markets.

A critical factor in the success of mergers is the ability to integrate the newly acquired assets effectively. This is a complex process that requires careful planning and execution. Mergers can be challenging even when the companies involved are in the same industry, as they often involve different business cultures and management styles. When companies from different industries merge, the challenges are even greater. In such cases, it is often necessary to create a new corporate culture and to establish new organizational structures to accommodate the differences.

Mergers and acquisitions are not without their risks. Companies that have not done their homework can find themselves saddled with debts, underperforming assets, and cultural clashes that can undermine the success of the merged entity. It is important for companies to thoroughly evaluate the potential benefits and risks of a merger before proceeding, and to have a clear plan in place for integrating the newly acquired assets.

*M The authors wish to thank David Cassak, Deanna Kamienicki, and Amanda Micklus from Windhover Publications for making available the data presented in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.5. We thank Martin Reeves from the Boston Consulting Group for permission to use Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4. We also thank Brian McVeigh from GlaxoSmithKline for Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.
active in terms of M&A activity (behind finance) between 2008 and 2009.¹
In the pharmaceutical sector, the prior decades had been a time of growth
and consolidation, as companies leveraged both size and scale in bringing
drugs to market. The current landscape, however, is one of new challenges
requiring new approaches to their solution. Companies are faced with
internal pressures of declining pipeline productivity and compressed time-
lines, external pressures of patent expiry and pricing, and the uncertain
implications of healthcare reform. Accompanying this evolution of chal-

lenges has been an evolution in the strategic approaches taken by pharma-
caceutical companies to best position themselves for success in the upcom-
ing years.

A critical question confronting the pharmaceutical sector is whether these
approaches are meant as short-term fixes to the current challenges or serve
as long-term solutions that will challenge the productivity frontier. Whereas
operational effectiveness may be improving, it is unclear what strategic
positioning will come as a result of the directions pharmaceutical companies
are choosing. The sector is currently at an exciting point, as companies are
taking different strategic bets on the future. Whereas past strategies com-
monly focused on increasing scale and scope through M&A, recent
approaches have revealed more nuanced and differentiated strategies rooted
in diversification, entry into developing markets, or strengthening of
research and development (R&D). It is important to understand pharma-
caceutical M&A from a historical perspective not only to appreciate the
current industry landscape, but also to recognize that M&A has shifted
from being a goal in itself to being a tool in creating opportunities for
realizing strategic bets.

In the first part of this chapter, we examine some of the current drivers of
pharmaceutical strategy (including M&A).² This section outlines the major
challenges facing the sector and suggests how M&A provides one short-
term solution to address them. Given the distinct ways companies are now
turning to M&A, it no longer can be itself considered a strategy for success,
rather a tool for achieving it. We then highlight some of the strategic choices
and specific directions companies have taken to address these challenges, as
well as the resulting market positions that firms have established to create
opportunities moving forward.

The chapter then turns to examine the historical role that M&A has played
in establishing the current industry landscape. M&A has often been under-
taken in an effort to achieve scale and scope economies, while leading to
greater firm size and industry concentration. The chronicle of pharmaceutical
M&A involves horizontal integration of similar firms (1980s–2000s), vertical integration of firms into adjacent stages in the value chain such as pharmacy benefit management (1990s) and biotechnology (1990s–2000s), and/or diversification into related industries (2000s). All three types of integration can be considered M&A, but with very different partners (other large pharmaceutical firms, pharmacy benefit managers, biotechnology firms, manufacturers of generic drugs and vaccines).

The remainder of the chapter examines the theory behind pharmaceutical M&A and the empirical reality. We first review the rationales for M&A, and attempt to disentangle some of the different effects of scale (firm scale, project scale, critical mass). We next review the evidence on the performance effects of M&A on R&D intensity, R&D productivity, and firm economic performance, as well as the broader research evidence from the field of industrial organization on the value of size, concentration, and integration. The following section discusses other sources of value creation beyond the scale and structures created through M&A, such as the processes of knowledge sharing and coordination, which serve as sources of potential advantage by means of building capabilities that can enhance future performance. The chapter concludes with a discussion of both the future of M&A in the pharmaceutical sector and the relevance of a value chain perspective for innovation in the pharmaceutical sector.

Our analysis addresses several related questions. What is the value of size, scale, and M&A for pharmaceutical firms? Do such strategies help firms to develop new products? What are the challenges and opportunities created by M&A? Next, does the lens of industrial organization and its focus on the boundaries of the firm and its structural configuration provide the best perspective for understanding innovation in these firms? A different, but parallel, perspective suggests that firm processes within these larger, merged structures are more important than their structures for fostering increased innovation and productivity. Such processes include: generation and sharing of knowledge, coordination of diverse specialists, integration of different partners (e.g., payers), and balancing of different strategies within the same firm. Can the merged firm leverage or exploit its increased size to improve these processes, or is the merger transaction and accompanying larger size a distraction from the important process work of the firm? Finally, how is the innovative activity of pharmaceutical firms tied to the larger value chain in the healthcare industry, and does a value chain view highlight important problems that pharmaceutical firms must address in their quest to improve the productivity of their R&D arms?
Drivers of pharmaceutical strategy (including M&A)⁴

While pharmaceutical companies have their own specific approaches and rationales for undertaking M&A, there are six main drivers of pharmaceutical strategy: decrease in R&D productivity, deconstruction of the pharmaceutical industry, diversification in business approach, diversification in capabilities, capture of synergies, and expansion within developing markets. These drivers underlie and motivate most of the strategic bets now being placed.

Decrease in R&D productivity

There are various metrics of R&D, each pegged to a different phase in the project lifecycle: new molecular entities (NMEs); investigational new drug (IND) applications; first-in-human (FIH) starts; proof-of-concept (PoC) declarations; phase III starts; and new drug applications (NDAs).⁵ There are also various metrics one can use to evaluate R&D productivity – for example, absolute or relative number of NMEs approved, cost per NME approval, or total sector R&D spend. Regardless of the calculation used, the analysis yields the same conclusion that productivity of the pharmaceutical industry has been decreasing, as is the case in other healthcare sectors.⁶ Over the past two decades, the number of NMEs approved peaked at fifty-five in 1997 and then fell to sixteen approvals in 2008.⁷ At the same time that new drug approvals have fallen, the average value of the drugs introduced in the last six years dropped 35 percent below prior years.⁸ During this same time period, industry R&D spending grew from less than $10 billion to more than $60 billion (see Figure 3.1).⁹ The cost of developing a single drug has escalated in the past decade alone from $100 million to over $1 billion.¹⁰ An even longer-term analysis suggests that the rate of NME approval has been basically flat during most of the period from 1950 to 2008 (with a slight upward trend between 1980 and 1996), while NME cost has grown exponentially since the 1950s at an annual rate of 13.4 percent.¹¹ Confronted by rising costs and falling approvals, the pharmaceutical sector now faces the "productivity cliff."

One explanation for declining R&D productivity is companies having concurrently prosecuted similar blockbuster ($1+ billion in revenue) drug targets with decreasing returns on that investment. Firms pursued blockbusters based on the belief that blockbuster revenues were necessary to cover the escalating costs of overall drug development, as well as to increase
earnings-per-share at companies with already large revenue bases. However, the pursuit of blockbusters (typically chronic-use medications for common conditions, such as hypercholesterolemia) was a generic strategy pursued by many new entrants in search of these lucrative market opportunities.\textsuperscript{12}

In addition, the science underlying the development of new products to address the diseases associated with chronic illness and elderly patients became much more complex. As a result, clinical protocols became more complex, and clinical trials grew larger, more numerous, and longer in duration. In the face of continuing pipeline problems, pharmaceutical firms may have rushed compounds through development that were poorly optimized, leading to unexpected side effects and high failure rates in clinical testing. Narrowly defined PoC programs also failed to address important scientific questions.\textsuperscript{13} Coupled with these clinical issues, the FDA developed greater risk-aversion due to high-profile recall cases, such as Merck’s Vioxx, and erected higher safety hurdles for new products, with more restricted launches and more approvable reviews.

Another related explanation is that many companies made strategic investments based on the decoding of the human genome and the proposed number of targets that discovery would unlock. The combination of several companies...

---

**Deconstruction of the**

The decon has steadily handled in research or contract m generating of formulation more archaic effectiveness make-versus whose funct are coordina tally turn to resources.
Placing big bets across the board resulted in a decreasing number of opportunities, as the "low-hanging fruit" was picked. Moreover, the genomics/microbiology revolution offered "unprecedented" (i.e., riskier) targets that were poorly characterized and understood, and whose role, risks, and benefits were not well-established.

Finally, the rise of effective generics set the bar high for many classes of primary care drugs. Payers and patients began to compare the incremental benefits and costs of new drugs. Activist regulatory bodies (e.g., NICE) and evaluation methodologies (e.g., comparative effectiveness research) assumed greater prominence in critically weighing research advances, and widened the divide between price and reimbursement.

The causes for declining R&D productivity are likely multifactorial, as described in the preceding paragraphs, and there is likely no simple solution to the problem. Proposed solutions (e.g., making R&D centers smaller and more "biotech-like") might correct the problem, however it will take years to know for sure. As such, companies look to fill gaps with short-term solutions and pursue M&A either to acquire drugs already on the market or to fill their pipelines with high-potential compounds. Neither of these approaches, however, tackles the underlying changes to the current R&D business model required to address long-term commercial innovation. Until those changes take place, and companies return to robust internal drug discovery, the M&A model will likely continue.

**Deconstruction of the pharmaceutical industry**

The deconstruction (or de-verticalization) of the pharmaceutical industry has steadily progressed as companies have either taken functions previously handled internally and outsourced them to others – such as contracted research organizations (CROs), contract sales organizations (CSOs), and contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs) – or identified revenue-generating opportunities for internal functions (e.g., clinical development, formulations). The concept of a home-grown pharmaceutical is becoming more archaic as internal processes are scrutinized in terms of their cost-effectiveness, return on investment, and core competence. Based on these make-versus-buy decisions, the pharmaceutical model is evolving into one whose functions do not need to be hierarchically integrated, but rather are coordinated externally by the market. In doing so, companies strategically turn to M&A either to acquire or to divest functions to match their resources.
Diversification in business approach

Diversification in business approach for the pharmaceutical sector concedes that small molecules are not the future. Many companies are turning to biologics as a complementary set of products for both scientific and financial reasons. Large molecules often target different receptors or disease states, as well as command a premium price over small molecules. They are also more difficult to replicate and offer an opportunity to diversify the risks associated with drug discovery. In addition to biologics, companies are looking to areas such as vaccines, generics, diagnostics/devices, previously untreated diseases, nutrition, or consumer health potentially to provide a more consistent stream of revenues. Some of the new drugs approved by the FDA in 2011 tackle conditions lacking good treatments (e.g., lupus, hepatitis C, metastatic melanoma), with the potential for annual sales of $1 billion or more.† While these investments may not offer the high returns of pharmaceuticals, they may be a more certain return to balance potential downturns. If nothing else, portfolio diversification offers a mechanism of spreading out a company’s bets on the future.

At the same time, some large, diversified pharmaceutical firms (e.g., Pfizer) are considering the opposite strategy of de-diversification (unbundling) shedding business units no longer viewed as core to the firm. The rationale here is to focus on the core business of developing and marketing pharmaceutical drugs and vaccines, and to exit businesses in which the firm is not expert.† Following its announcement that it would consider such divestitures, Pfizer’s share price rose 18 percent. Coupled with the above argument for diversification, this suggests there may be a moderate range of diversification that is desirable—a suggestion supported by some empirical research (see below).

Diversification in capabilities

As companies take different strategic approaches to position themselves for the future, the industry will have to develop distinct sets of specific capabilities to maximize each opportunity. Given the different capabilities required by the different approaches, the industry will witness a diversification in tangible and intangible assets, strategies, and capabilities that tie them all together in (hopefully) productive ways. Although industry consolidation has accelerated in the past decade, this acceleration does have limits. In an attempt to rebalance, the current levels of M&A will probably decelerate (in either deal size or volume) and refocus as each company takes a unique tactic based on its internal capabilities and external opportunities.
Among the pharmaceutical sector’s historical core strengths have been pipeline management, sales and marketing, and possessing the financial reserves to support development and commercialization. By contrast, the biotechnology sector’s core capabilities appear to be rooted in discovery (encompassing technology, expertise, and culture). This portion of the life sciences industry thus appears to mirror the medical device portion where smaller, entrepreneurial start-up firms specialize in new and earlier phases of R&D, while established, larger medical device firms specialize in later-stage R&D and control the key distribution channels (see Chapter 6). A similar division of labor exists in biotechnology between the smaller and larger firms.\textsuperscript{17} Pharmaceutical firms are now seeking to emulate the capabilities of biotechnology firms by developing smaller research units and better integrating their scientists (see end of chapter).

New capabilities are called for, according to recent industry reports – capabilities more often found in smaller biotechnology firms.\textsuperscript{18} These capabilities include: managerial autonomy, research goals that are aligned with incentives, attraction and retention of creative talent, minimization of bureaucracy, and flexible organization. This constellation of capabilities can be summarized as an “innovation culture.”

**Capture of synergies**

Synergistic combinations of businesses have often been mentioned as a driver of M&A. For example, a recent analysis of Sanofi’s acquisition of Genzyme suggests executives are looking for $600+ million in synergies to help justify (and offset) the estimated 35 percent premium paid in the deal.\textsuperscript{19} Synergies are typically based on the complementarity of resources between the merging firms, and can be pursued in a number of ways, including: efforts to reduce the average costs of the two firms (e.g., economies of scale from pipeline consolidation), efforts to increase the revenues of the two firms, and efforts to reduce short-term costs in the merged firm’s combined operations (e.g., consolidating back-office and support functions). This cost-cutting can take the form of reducing headcount or real estate footprint. Less frequently, the synergies are rooted in the complementary capabilities of the merging firms that can be shared or leveraged.

**Expansion within developing markets**

Pharmaceutical firms have recently targeted developing countries both to generate revenues (e.g., increase penetration in the local markets) and to
reduce costs (e.g., lower-cost manufacturing). While firms have invested based on the perceived opportunity in both areas, there is some question whether barriers to entry (e.g., the population’s financial access to branded medicines, questionable protection of IP) are stronger than they initially appeared. There is also the question of what is the best approach to enter an emerging market given the divergent models followed across the industry.

What is clear is that sales growth in emerging markets far outweighs sales growth in core markets. Pharmaceutical firms have experienced double-digit sales growth in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and Australia as the first decade of the new millennium ended, compared to single-digit growth in the US, European Union (EU), and Japan. Pharmaceutical firms are not abandoning the latter markets, however, since some (e.g., Japan) are poised for growth and may be targeted as part of the firms’ core strategy.

**Summary**

Each of these strategic drivers in the pharmaceutical sector can point to M&A as a possible solution. Yet the M&A solution can be short-sighted as companies overly rely on deals rather than strategy to determine their direction and develop their capabilities. In the following sections, we examine the evolution of M&A within the pharmaceutical sector, the rationales for its pursuit, and the impact of M&A on the performance of pharmaceutical firms.

**M&A trends among pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms**

The history of M&A in the pharmaceutical sector bears only slight resemblance to the historical waves of M&A activity observed in the wider market (described below). First, pharmaceutical M&A is only a recent activity, which did not occur in bull markets prior to the 1990s. The pharmaceutical sector had survived for nearly a century as a fragmented (unconcentrated) industry – i.e., lots of firms each having a small share of the market. Second, there was indeed a lull in pharmaceutical M&A activity during 1991–1993 that roughly corresponds to the recession in the economy that began in 1991. This period was also marked by uncertainty surrounding healthcare reform and possible price regulation inherent in President Clinton’s healthcare reform (Health Security Act) and the consequent cost-cutting efforts by pharmaceutical firms. Third, there were additional waves of consolidation in the latter part of the 1990s.
firms have invested based on the question whether access to branded medicines, initially appeared. There are two emerging market industries. Markets far outweigh sales and experienced double-digit growth in Australia as the first decade of the 1990s that correspond with the bull market, but these deals were also driven by pipeline problems.

The decades of the 1980s and 1990s marked the end of the “golden days” of the pharmaceutical sector.22 The industry had enjoyed steady price increases in a cost-neutral environment, few competitive worries from generic competition, relatively unrestricted access to physicians by pharmaceutical sales representatives, and, thus, a steady growth in earnings. However, more-hostile environmental conditions began to emerge in the 1980s and early 1990s that challenged this growth and earnings model. The Hatch-Waxman Act (1984) lowered the barriers for generic entry into the market (after patent expiration for the branded drug), but also extended patent terms for many approved drugs. Managed care and containment in the private sector became more prominent threats during the 1990s, as employers strove to contain their employee healthcare expenses. The recession, falling stock prices, and threats of healthcare reform scared away investors, and pharmaceutical firms made spending cuts in their R&D, sales force, and marketing budgets.23 Finally, for a host of reasons not fully understood (addressed below), R&D productivity began to fall by 50 percent over the decade of the 1990s.24

As an adaptive response to these new pressures, pharmaceutical firms turned to strategies of horizontal and vertical integration in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The consolidation of the modern pharmaceutical sector began in 1987 with Roche’s failed hostile takeover attempt of Sterling Drug. The first wave of M&A – including American Home Products (AHP) and A. H. Robins (1987), Bristol-Myers and Squibb (1989), and SmithKline Beckman and Beecham (1989) – were largely designed rapidly to cut infrastructure costs.25 Such mergers created industry leaders with 3 percent to 4 percent global market share (measured as a percentage of worldwide sales).

Following a quiet period between 1990 and 1993, during which the initial round of consolidation was fully processed, a second wave of consolidation began. This wave was led by many of the same firms who had initiated M&A in the first round: Roche and Syntex (1994), AHP and Cyanamid (1994), and the formation of Novartis (at the time the largest pharmaceutical company in the world) from Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz (1996). The top ten companies in 1996 had a combined global market share of 34 percent, up from 26 percent just ten years earlier.26

In 1998, a third wave of M&A swept the industry, driven by an exacerbation of the environmental pressures mentioned earlier coupled with dry pipelines and steep, untenable growth targets. Between 1998 and 2001, pure acquisitions among leading players became more difficult across the industry due to...
the rapid rise in price-to-earnings multiples and therefore a rise in the price of acquiring a company. Consequently, M&A activity moved almost entirely into the realm of “mergers of equals,” as seen in the mega-mergers leading to the creation of Aventis (Hoechst and Rhône-Poulenc, 1999), AstraZeneca (Astra and Zeneca, 1999), and GlaxoSmithKline (Glaxo Wellcome and SmithKline Beecham, 2000). Acquisitions then resurfaced, pioneered by Pfizer’s hostile bid for Warner-Lambert (2001) and its acquisition of Pharmacia (2002). In 2004, the top ten companies controlled nearly 50 percent of the market; for the first time, the industry leader (Pfizer) attained market share above 10 percent. These impressive figures have since receded despite the continuance of mergers, suggesting new companies (and different types of companies) are filling the gaps.

During the 2008–2009 recession, the pharmaceutical sector resumed its M&A activity. Pfizer’s announcement in January 2009 of their intention to buy Wyeth for $68 billion was viewed as a beacon not only of a return to M&A, but also a sign that banks were indeed willing to extend financing at a tenuous time in the credit markets. In March 2009, Merck followed with an announcement of its $41 billion stock and cash bid for Schering-Plough, and Roche confirmed the trend in activity with its announcement to purchase the shares of Genentech it did not yet own for $48 billion in cash and bonds. With worldwide M&A in 2009 down by 28 percent to $2.1 trillion, deals within healthcare (driven by pharmaceuticals and biotech) represented 11 percent of M&A, putting pharmaceuticals among the top four industry sectors. Unlike earlier waves of M&A, this one was unique as it occurred in an economic downturn, suggesting companies in a strong financial position were opportunistic in pursuit of deals that might add value.

Figure 3.2 shows the number of transforming M&A deals in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical sectors between 1993 and 2010, where a transforming merger is defined as a transaction whose price exceeds $500 million; Figure 3.3 shows the number of total M&A deals regardless of transaction size. The mega-mergers of 2009 resulted in the top ten companies controlling 45 percent of the market, with Pfizer the industry leader at 7.6 percent market share. Despite this M&A activity, the industry continued to exhibit low levels of concentration (see Figure 3.4).

Accompanying the M&A trend within the pharmaceutical sector was a parallel trend toward strategic alliances (and later M&A) between the pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors. While small molecules had traditionally served as medicines for hundreds of years and had provided the cornerstone for the pharmaceutical sector, biologics began to play a more prominent role first biotech establish thei...
prior to a rise in the price of y moved almost entirely mega-mergers leading to enc, 1999), AstraZeneca (Glaxo Wellcome and surfaced, pioneered by s controlled nearly 50 percent (Pfizer) attained market and has receded despite ies (and different types of uctical sector resumed its 009 of their intention to 1 not only of a return to g to extend financing at a j, Merck followed with an for Schering-Plough, and incement to purchase the i in cash and bonds. With $21 trillion, deals within represented 11 percent of industry sectors. Unlike occurred in an economic al position were opportu

&A deals in the biotech- and 2010, where a trans- rice exceeds $500 million; ardless of transaction size n companies controlling ader at 7.6 percent market inued to exhibit low levels urmaceutical sector was a M&A) between the phar- l molecules had tradition- s and had provided the jcs began to play a more prominent role toward the end of the twentieth century with the launch of the first biotechnology drug, Humulin, in 1982. As biotechnology firms worked to establish their viability through the 1980s, their biological approach to developing treatments remained distinct from the pharmaceutical sector’s chemical approach. The commercial potential of the biotechs, however, was not lost on the pharmaceutical sector, which recognized the opportunity to partner with these new companies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>(Percentage)</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>(Percentage)</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>(Percentage)</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>(Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hoechst</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>Sanofi-Aventis</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ciba-Geigy</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>Sanofi-Aventis</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>Hoechst</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>J&amp;J</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SmithKline</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WL</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Boehringer</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>J&amp;J</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>Schering-Plough</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>J&amp;J</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Schering Plough</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>Upjohn</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Upjohn</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Sandoz</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Schering AG</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Biogen Idec</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Shionogi</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Cyagen</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Pichard &amp; Marsili</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>WU</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Takeda</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.4** Leading pharma companies emerging from mergers and acquisitions (M&As) (1979–2010)

[Image of Figure 3.4]

Source: Jon Nordtrop Analysis; IMS Health Care Market Shares.
Figure 3.5  Pharma–pharma strategic alliances (1991–2010)

During the 1990s, pharmaceutical firms undertook strategic alliances with biotechnology firms (e.g., in-licensing of biotech compounds in phase I, II, or III testing) in order to complement their portfolios, shore up their sagging pipelines, and source new R&D efforts. These alliances picked up over the decade, along with alliances among the biotechnology firms themselves (see Figure 3.5). Such alliances served not only as a substitute to M&A, but also as a forerunner to future M&A between strategic alliance partners.

While alliances were common until the early 2000s, M&A became increasingly favored to close out the decade. As biotech revenues grew (11 percent compound annual growth rate between 2003 and 2007, outpacing pharma), the structure of the alliances became more innovative, with biotech companies retaining more value.

Pharmaceutical companies also recognized this increasing value of biologics, as well as the price premiums that payers were willing to accept for these more specialized therapeutic approaches. To retain a greater percentage of revenues and to enable greater managerial control, pharmaceutical companies turned to acquisition to capture that value. Given the pharmaceutical sector’s history (in small molecules) and relative unfamiliarity with the biological product landscape, strong post-merger integration strategy was critical and typically dictated the degree of success of the transaction. Retaining the biotech culture was often cited as instrumental to achieving desired outcomes. However, the appropriate balance between entrepreneurial science-driven biotech and the managerial and financial bent of its corporate parents has been hard to achieve.
Pharmaceutical companies have attempted to achieve this balance in different ways. Initially, many companies folded the biotech acquisition into their organization. This approach, however, created many conflicts of interest. One of the reasons biotechnology firms had been successful was because of organizational freedoms (entrepreneurial culture, team environment, ownership) and financial limitations that elicited innovation and quick decision-making. These hallmarks were the opposite in many pharmaceutical companies, where organizational freedoms were limited by large size and bureaucracy, and where financial resources were abundant.

Once this mismatch in cultures was recognized, pharmaceutical companies made changes in their attempts at incorporating the biotechs into their organizations. For example, Pfizer made a significant investment in biologics through its establishment in 2007 of an independent Biotherapeutics and Bioinnovation Center (BBC) in California, in south San Francisco, a city that has become known as "The Birthplace of Biotechnology." Though the project was stalled with Pfizer's 2009 acquisition of Wyeth and that company's established biologics portfolio, it was recently revived through the establishment of a Center for Therapeutic Innovation – a more nimble and collaborative Bay Area R&D hub near to both academic researchers and biotech companies.32

Because of the high prices, dearth of competitors, and current confusion with regard to generic competition (i.e., follow-on biologics – see Chapter 4), biologics will continue to be attractive to pharmaceutical companies as a means of long-term growth of their portfolios. In fact, the top six drugs are expected to be biotech products by 2014, with biologics representing fifty of the top 100 drugs.33 Interestingly, five of those top six biotech products will be controlled by pharmaceutical companies.34

**M&A rationales in industrial organization theory and research**

The academic field of industrial organization (IO) contains a rich literature on the rationales for M&A, drawn both from theoretical considerations as well as from past empirical findings. These academic rationales can be compared to the stated rationales for M&A among pharmaceutical firms to suggest the degree to which sector strategies have theoretical underpinnings that may translate into the degree of M&A success. Prior research suggests that hospital systems have failed to achieve efficiencies in their combination efforts for precisely this lack of congruence.35
According to I/O theory and research, there are several related reasons for pursuing M&A. One of the most commonly cited reasons is the achievement of economies of scale (defined as decreasing average cost with expanded output). Such economies can have both production sources (e.g., the spreading of fixed costs over a larger volume of output in the combined firm, the use of more specialized, and thus more productive, labor, lower cost of holding inventories, improved utilization of capacity) and nonproduction sources (e.g., shared purchasing of inputs, shared marketing and promotion costs, shared research costs). Firms may also horizontally integrate to engulf a rival and thereby reduce competitive pressures, and to exert potential market power on buyers downstream or on suppliers upstream.

Another frequently mentioned reason are economies of scope, defined as cost savings derived from the same firm producing two or more products/services in-house compared to separate firms producing those same products/services. Thus, a combined firm can presumably produce multiple outputs more efficiently than the pre-merged firms. Scope economies are a narrow form of "synergy," that is, the creation and capture of value generated by combining complementary assets and resources of two firms that could not be generated by the two firms independently. In this manner, the acquirer can make better use of the target's assets than the target firm could do alone. Synergies are often said to exist when potential economies of scale and/or scope are achieved via a merger; synergies can also be achieved through other means discussed above (e.g., cost savings from elimination of redundancies).

A third economic reason for M&A is the need to confront operating problems. Among large firms, M&A can serve to reduce excess capacity (in both human and physical capital); such excess capacity can result from patent expirations and gaps in the company's product pipeline. Among small firms, M&A can serve as an exit strategy in response to financial trouble; such troubles can result from few marketed products and low sales.

In addition to the internal economics of M&A, companies pursue M&A to put them in a position better to handle external economic uncertainties. One can liken a pharmaceutical company's portfolio to a financial portfolio of assets, with diversification offering potential for minimization of risk. Diversification, however, can mean different things to different companies. For some companies, diversification via M&A is reflected through expansion into different products and therapeutic areas. For others, diversification involves entry into non-pharmaceutical businesses to enable the company to draw revenues from alternate sources. Diversification can also mean expansion into new markets...
geographically to diversify sources of revenue and to take advantage of new growth opportunities.

Firms can use M&A to hasten entry into new markets, enter new markets without expanding existing capacity and increasing the number of competitors, and enter new markets in new countries (globalization strategy). This approach has become particularly important with the increased focus on developing markets. As developed markets have become increasingly competitive and regulated, pharmaceutical companies are strategically targeting emerging markets such as China and India, and are often using M&A as an entry point.

There are several other benefits that M&A may bestow beyond economies, synergies, and diversification. Acquirers may improve the productivity of the target’s assets and impose greater discipline on the managers of the target firm.

Finally, there is another set of rationales for M&A that does not necessarily bestow direct benefits. Historical evidence suggests successive waves of M&A activity are tied to rises in the stock market. Both buyer and seller firms take advantage of these market upswings: (a) acquirers undertake acquisitions using their stock and its relatively high price-earnings ratio, while (b) target firms sell their assets at peak prices. Conversely, M&A (at least for smaller biotechnology firms) can be tied to downturns in the availability of global credit and private equity, which make market exit via acquisition more attractive given the shrinkage of alternative sources of financing.38

Firms can also engage in M&A to protect licensed intellectual property (IP) or to access IP that is otherwise inaccessible due to other licensing agreements. Firms can also engage in M&A due to managerial self-aggrandizement (empire-building, enriched incentives) and the mistaken belief they can manage much larger enterprises (managerial hubris). Firms sometimes pursue M&A when spurred on by investment bankers, who broker the deals and have strong incentives to maximize M&A deal volumes. Finally, M&A can serve a country’s industrial policy by creating national or regional champions.

M&A rationales among pharmaceutical firms39

The pharmaceutical sector trade literature suggests many of the rationales for M&A cited in academic research, but also others. There is a clear sense from the trade literature that certain rationales are more adaptive and defensive in nature (particularly true for the earlier wave of M&A in the 1990s), such as: combating cost pressures from buyers, cutting infrastructure costs, satisfying...
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market demands for earnings growth, maintaining competitive size, and defending against acquisition. Other rationales reflect a more proactive and offensive thrust (particularly in the later wave of the 2000s), such as: diversifying into new geographic markets and therapeutic areas, achieving economies of scale and scope, developing competitive capabilities in R&D, and fostering disruptive change. There is also the clear sense that these rationales focus primarily on cost reduction and secondarily on revenue enhancement.

Adaptive and defensive rationales

Combat increased profit pressures

The first threat to pharmaceutical sector profits was the Hatch-Waxman Act (1984). The reality of increased generic competition placed a concrete limit on the lifecycle of a product’s revenue stream and forced firms to search ever more vigorously for substantial sources of profits to replace those that were being continually lost after patent expiry. One result of this pressure has been the increasing focus of firms on blockbuster drugs – drugs that could maximize economic return over the fixed lifecycle of a drug’s patent protection – leading the R&D departments of major competitors to converge on similar targets and drug classes with blockbuster potential (typically chronic conditions treated by primary care physicians, such as hypertension, arthritis, etc.). This convergence of pharmaceutical focus also resulted in an increase in the number of “me-too” drugs (chemically similarly compounds, or compounds with the same mechanism of action, introduced by competitors after an existing, approved chemical entity) during the 1990s, as firms could observe and imitate their competitors’ R&D efforts. The branded drugs of pharmaceutical firms were thus confronted with increased competition from generic and therapeutically similar versions. Both sets of pressures led to intensified rivalry and served as an impetus for consolidation, which, in turn, reinforced the need to focus on larger, blockbuster products.40 This increased competition was partially reflected in the increasing growth in R&D spending across the pharmaceutical industry, from roughly $9 billion in 1991 (16.9 percent of sales) to $24 billion in 1999 (20.8 percent of sales).41

The early 1990s also witnessed the consolidation of intermediaries into large, organized buyers of pharmaceutical products – such as health maintenance organizations (HMOs), pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs), and group purchasing organizations (GPOs) – along the value chain in healthcare (see Figure 1.1). From 1988 to 1996, for example, HMOs doubled their penetration of employer-sponsored health plans (firms with 200-plus workers) from 17 percent to
33 percent. This growth placed additional pressure on pharmaceutical firm profits, as organized buyers negotiated large-volume discounts on drug prices, developed formularies of approved drugs, and pressured providers to prescribe generic versions or therapeutic equivalents of branded drugs whenever available. In certain cases, providers were even given personal incentives from payers for prescribing generic medicines. Pharmaceutical firms were also persuaded to hold down price increases in the US during the early 1990s under the threat of the Clinton Health Plan and the proposed creation of large buying networks at the state level. The period 1991–1995 therefore saw a big decline in the price increases of pharmaceutical firms.\textsuperscript{42}

The combination of these factors increased the perceived pressures on both revenues and lifecycle durations of major branded drugs, resulting in weakened stock valuations, as evidenced by the drop in the S&P drug index between 1991 and 1994.\textsuperscript{43} In response, pharmaceutical firms merged in order to increase their negotiating leverage with HMOs and PBMs. Mergers may also have been designed to combat the large buying groups proposed by the Clinton Health Plan. In addition to horizontal mergers, pharmaceutical firms attempted to mitigate the threat of buyer power through vertical integration into the PBM business. In 1993, Merck started the trend with its $6.6 billion purchase of Medco, and was followed by similar PBM acquisitions by SmithKline-Beecham and Eli Lilly.\textsuperscript{44} However, this strategy proved less effective than hoped, as new regulatory restrictions limited the advantage a pharmaceutical company could gain with a PBM subsidiary. By 1999, the trend had passed, as SmithKline Beecham and Eli Lilly sold off their PBMs at a 60 percent to 70 percent discount from the original purchase price.\textsuperscript{45} Merck’s Medco had been the only remaining pharma-owned PBM, though it too has since divested its PBM holdings.

While these external factors were placing pressures on the pharmaceutical industry, there were also internal challenges. The blockbuster model had taken advantage of many of the easier therapeutic targets and focused on the high-volume chronic diseases. This approach left behind the more difficult targets, as well as specialized treatments – products which would be more costly to develop and potentially yield lower volumes of sales. This challenge resulted in escalating costs of R&D and greater risks of achieving success, which was borne out in the concomitant decrease in approvals of NMEs.

**Cutting infrastructure costs**

Economic recessions, proposed governmental reforms, and price pressures from both payers (HMOs) and buyers (PBMs) placed pharmaceutical firms in
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sed pharmaceutical firms in
a cost squeeze, which stimulated some of the early M&A in the late 1980s and
ey 1990s. During the 1980s, the industry was reportedly suffering from
excess capacity (as much as 30 percent across its major functional areas) and
inefficiencies, which, along with a fragmented industry and redundant cost
structure, made savings possible. Pharmaceutical firms experiencing relatively
large increases in operating expenses were more likely to be involved in
pooling mergers (i.e., mergers of equals) in the 1986–2000 time period,
perhaps as a means of cutting costs. Historically, pharmaceutical firms rarely
had to worry about infrastructure spending, enabling firms that had merged
from a position of weakness (with subsequent overcapacity) to be in an even
better position to realize cost synergies. Pharmaceutical executives believed
that infrastructure cost-cutting between merged firms could provide bottom-
line earnings growth for two to three years after a merger’s completion. In this
manner, firms (particularly large pharmaceutical firms) that historically were
able to take out costs used the merger as a mechanism to become more
streamlined and reduce excess capacity that had resulted from patent expira-
tions and pipeline gaps.

Such goals have played a role in recent mergers such as Roche’s completed
acquisition of Genentech. Moreover, analysts report that Wall Street lacks
confidence in pharmaceutical firms’ efforts to grow top-line revenues, and
thus wants management to focus on cost reductions instead. Cost-cutting
therefore provides firms with “breathing room” from Wall Street pressures.

Infrastructure cuts could be made in R&D (close, consolidate, or sell
laboratories), manufacturing (close, consolidate, or sell plants), and marketing
(reduce the number of sales colleagues). Such cuts could improve the produc-
tivity of the remaining assets. Indeed, such anticipated savings were one
justification for the recent merger between Merck and Schering-Plough. It
should be noted here that R&D is targeted as a source of short-term cost
savings, not as a source of long-term productivity improvements (see below).
By some estimates, up to 30 percent to 40 percent of the acquired company’s
cost base could be captured as earnings through infrastructure rationalization.
Others put the estimated savings at 20 percent of the target firm’s sales.
Such savings may correlate strongly with the degree of overlap in the location
of the two firms’ headquarters, their geographic markets of operation, product
focus, and concentration of business in the pharmaceutical sector – all of
which lend themselves to reductions in duplication.

Given the similarities in therapeutic focus and overlaps in scientific pursuit,
there were also many overlapping targets and research associated with their
prosecution. As such, cuts could also be made as portfolio projects were
consolidated. Access to these types of cuts may be lessening, however, as companies take diverging strategic bets on the future and pursue different targets (scientific, commercial, and geographic) for success.

Additionally, as companies have become leaner in the economic downturns of the 2000s, many of the above-mentioned opportunities for cuts in infrastructure may no longer exist. There has been a growing trend to make Big Pharma more operationally efficient during this decade. Most recently, in 2010, this trend took the form of large restructuring programs designed significantly to alter R&D operations at many of the big pharmaceutical companies. For example, many companies now outsource R&D, with an increasing dependence on CROs for a variety of functions.52 As companies work to contain escalating costs, many creatively shift costs to contract organizations (CROs, CSOs, and CMOs) and supplement with internal oversight.

Satisfy the market mandate to maintain earnings growth in the face of pipeline problems

A key objective in pharmaceutical M&A is the maintenance of earnings growth. At the same time that cost pressures from buyers developed, competition became fierce, with multiple major players competing within almost all major therapeutic areas and also seeking gaps in more profitable niche disease markets. Market exclusivity periods (MEPs) – measured as the total time from launch that a drug enjoys market dominance until a competitor comes onto market with a me-too product or a next-generation therapy – have shrunk from up to ten years to an average of 2.5 years, and sometimes just one to two years.53 There are several explanations for the shorter MEPs. The Hatch-Waxman Act made it easier for generics to gain approval, which lowered the costs of imitation and sped up generic competition, and which thus pressured follow-on manufacturers to get their products to market sooner. Moreover, with increased drug coverage by health insurance plans, there was greater utilization of drugs and thus greater incentives for follow-on products to enter the market. Finally, given the intense competition among pharmaceutical companies to be first-in-class, more follow-on manufacturers filed patents earlier and earlier, while the hurdles to market grew, resulting in shorter time on the market and thus shorter MEPs. This competition also meant more follow-on products already in clinical testing when a new drug was approved. Adding to these pressures, generic firms usually file Paragraph IV challenges as soon as a branded drug’s data exclusivity period expires in order to capture the large profits available to the generic firm provided with 180 days of exclusivity under the Hatch-Waxman Act.
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In addition to these trends, onetime shocks to a firm’s revenue stream have also become an all too common headache for large companies trying to manage the market’s expectations. For instance, product withdrawals due to safety concerns wiped out years of anticipated profits from such firms as Wyeth (Fen-Phen), Bayer (Baycol), Warner-Lambert/Pfizer (Rezulin), Merck (Vioxx), and Pfizer (Bextra). Late-stage clinical failures also left major gaps in firms’ revenue projections. Pfizer suffered several late-stage clinical setbacks bringing its blockbuster antibiotic Trovan to market, thereby restricting its ultimate value in the market. Merck lost two blockbusters in phase III trial failures (MK-0869 for depression and MK-767 for diabetes), leaving the firm in a precarious position for mid-term growth. Such problems become reflected in the firm’s “desperation index” (i.e., declining values of products in the pipeline). The most visible clinical failure, though, may be that of torcetrapib, once touted by Forbes as one of five molecules that would change the world. At the time the trials were halted, Pfizer had spent over $800 million in development for this cholesterol medication, which was expected to fill the gap in revenues after Lipitor had come off patent.

The combination of all of these factors has jeopardized the long-term stability and reliability of pharmaceutical firm revenue streams. Major gaps in revenue growth, either foreseen (e.g., patent expirations) or unforeseen (e.g., product withdrawals or pipeline failures), provide a critical challenge to management. The highly specialized sales and marketing personnel at integrated pharmaceutical firms become unproductive when patents expire and the R&D organization does not deliver replacement products. However, reducing capacity to match a reduced revenue forecast is generally not an option because of the scope, complexity, and long timelines of infrastructure spending on drug discovery. Most firms therefore maintain the scale of their scientific spending, no matter how difficult present earnings challenges may be. With regard to sales, however, many companies are turning to CSOs to address specific needs and to complement their existing sales force, thus giving the companies more flexibility in staffing.

Two separate academic studies provide empirical support for this hypothesis of M&A to maintain earnings growth. A study of 202 biotechnology and pharmaceutical mergers between 1988 and 2001 found that pharmaceutical firms that had a relatively old portfolio of drugs, and therefore faced earnings pressure from patent expiration, were more likely to acquire another firm. A second study of 160 pharmaceutical transactions that occurred between 1994 and 2001 concluded that firms with a high “desperation index,” as
measured by the strength of their pipeline drugs and the amount of exclusivity remaining among their marketed drugs, were more likely to merge.58

As a result, in the face of incredible market pressure to produce consistent earnings growth, firms turn to M&A to provide immediate fixes. M&A may address some of the strategic threats (e.g., pricing pressures from payers). M&A also provides the opportunity for accretive and external, as opposed to organic and internal, growth in earnings – and thus could theoretically maintain the 15 percent to 20 percent profit margins that pharmaceutical firms had historically enjoyed. A merger partner or an acquisition can also provide products, either marketed or in the pipeline, that are well timed to fill revenue gaps in either the short or medium terms. For example, Pfizer’s hostile bid for Warner-Lambert allowed it to capture the full revenue stream from the emerging cholesterol-lowering blockbuster Lipitor, a drug that the two companies co-marketed. The bid was likely motivated by a period of weakness for Pfizer, at a time of dim pipeline prospects and just after the FDA had heavily restricted Trovan’s use (and market potential). Lipitor provided enough revenues to smooth over both of those issues in the medium term.59 The company, however, claimed other reasoning. In contrast to mergers of other companies, which were perceived as having been done from a position of weakness, Pfizer CEO Bill Steere asserted, “our view of this merger is that it is out of strength.”60 Regardless of position, pharmaceutical firms had discovered that buying external products (and revenues) was cheaper and faster than growing them internally, as well as eliminating the inherent risks of development.

The problem with mergers is that they may be irrelevant responses to other threats (e.g., pipeline problems). Oftentimes, mergers beget more mergers, turning the pharmaceutical firm into a “mass-merger” (i.e., a serial consolidator). Mergers may set off leapfrog competition in a pharmaceutical sector with firms adopting an M&A strategy to “not be left behind,” believing that firms that fall in the size rankings are more vulnerable to takeover.61 As companies get larger, however, the absolute value of revenues required to replace lost revenues from patent expirations and still generate double-digit earnings growth also grows larger. By some estimates, the largest firms need to launch one to three blockbusters annually in order to maintain the pace of growth.62 So long as the pipeline productivity issue remains, satisfying the market mandate for growth will continue to require nonorganic solutions, such as consolidation, to help drive earnings forward.

M&A thus represents a short-term strategy and solution for firms with blockbuster drugs that are coming off patent and/or with an insufficient pipeline to replace the blockbusters.63 Increased size resulting from past...
and the amount of exclusivity more likely to merge. Hence, pressure to produce consistent immediate fixes. M&A may pressures from payers. M&A external, as opposed to organic growth, theoretically maintain the pharmaceutical firms had historically can also provide products, and fill revenue gaps in Pfizer’s hostile bid for Warner-Lambert. The FDA could have achieved a similar outcome of weakness for Pfizer, the FDA had heavily restricted the market for a drug. The company, however, faced other companies, which were also weak, Pfizer CEO Bill Souttfeld was the driving force. Regardless, that buying external products doesn’t make sense, both to protect what is viable internally, and as a means of protecting the company’s interests.

Irrelevant responses to other mergers beget more mergers, “merger.” A serial competition in a pharmaceutical "not be left behind," believing the vulnerability to takeover. As a result, revenues required to still generate double-digit growth, the largest firms need to order to maintain the pace of profit growth, satisfying the need for nonorganic solutions, reward.

And solution for firms with and/or with an insufficient size resulting from past mergers and continuing pipeline problems make this strategy less tenable over time, as does the disruption associated with merger implementation and integration.

Maintain competitive scale and scope

Serial consolidators can be an outgrowth of not only the need to maintain earnings growth, but also the competitive effects exerted by and onto others. Common wisdom within the industry holds that sales force scale and the size and scope of R&D efforts create powerful competitive advantages for leading firms. For example, sales force size reportedly gives a pharmaceutical firm a greater share of voice with the prescribing clinician and correlates with sales force productivity. Indeed, companies discovered during the 1990s that “internally co-promoting” – that is, having multiple sales representatives detailing the same product to the same doctors – was very effective. Not surprisingly, sales force sizes skyrocketed in the late 1990s and early 2000s, rising from 38,000 in 1995 to over 101,000 by 2004 (the peak year). The top forty firms added 40,000 sales reps between 1992 and 2002. R&D budgets followed suit, growing from 16 percent to 18 percent of sales between 1990 and 2000, with a peak of 20 percent in 1998. By 2009, the top ten pharmaceutical companies were averaging $6.3 billion (Pfizer highest at $9.9 billion) in annual R&D spend or 19 percent of sales (Takeda highest at 26.4 percent).

By 2008–2009, however, many company executives believed the correlation between the level of sales and the number of sales reps and their efforts had broken down.

In light of the increased spending on sales and scientific capabilities, and as leading firms consolidate, the gap in absolute spending between the first tier and the second tier has the potential to grow exponentially. This result threatens to leave smaller firms, who miss out on the consolidation trend, behind for good. Firms have mentioned the downside of being the “number 12” player in the industry in terms of not being able to attract the best scientific talent or strategic alliance partners.

In response, smaller players seeking a rapid way to achieve larger scale have turned to consolidation, creating a series of leapfrog mergers in the 1990s and early 2000s with new firms (and sometimes a returning group) setting the industry-leading standard for scale every few years. As such, the necessity of merging for scale in response to the consolidation of competitors can be seen as a catalyst for M&A after the initial waves. Examples of such mergers include Novartis (from Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz) in 1996, Pfizer (after the merger with Warner-Lambert) in 2000, GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) (from GlaxoSmithKline and Glaxo Wellcome) in 2001.
Wellcome and SmithKline Beecham) in 2001, Pfizer (after merger with Pharmacia) in 2003, and Pfizer (after merger with Wyeth) in 2009 – each of which became the largest firm in the world at the time of the merger. The formations of Aventis and AstraZeneca created the second and third largest firms, respectively, at the time of the merger. Smaller mergers, such as that between Pharmacia and Upjohn in 1995, witnessed the combination of two second-tier players simply trying to maintain their position given the burgeoning might of consolidating industry leaders.

Defense against acquisition
Firms with relatively weak positions (e.g., smaller market share, greater financial problems and pipeline issues) make attractive takeover candidates; solid products and R&D projects can be harvested, while redundant infrastructure can be cut wholesale. For such firms, improving performance through organic growth sufficiently to block such takeover attempts is too difficult, and too slow, to provide an effective defense. On the other hand, a merger with another firm allows the corporation to maintain some semblance of control over its destiny, despite the loss of autonomy inherent in a merger. Another attractive takeover candidate is a firm that is, in fact, performing strongly, but which has not reached sufficient scale to avert a takeover. These firms may also look for partnerships to avoid a fate they cannot control.

The merger between American Home Products (a large firm struggling to find growth) and Warner-Lambert (a rapidly growing firm with a hot product, Lipitor) provides an example of both types of firms seeking refuge in a mutual partnership. On November 4, 1999, the two companies announced a deal dubbed the “merger of equals” valued at $72 billion. Unfortunately, the decision to merge came too late to save Warner-Lambert, as Pfizer responded with an $80 billion hostile bid for its Lipitor partner. Pfizer’s unsolicited bid for the company (and its products) ultimately scuttled the initial deal with American Home Products, and Warner-Lambert effectively lost its independence.

The recent merger of Sanofi-Synthélabo with Aventis can be interpreted in the same light. Sanofi-Synthélabo, a firm with above-average R&D productivity and a fairly strong pipeline, represented an attractive takeover candidate for larger firms looking for new growth engines. Sanofi’s merger with Aventis served several ends: to maintain Sanofi’s independence, to be a European champion, to consolidate Europe’s pharmaceutical sector, to be the new number three firm in the industry, and to serve France’s national pride (as well as leverage Sanofi’s attractive pipeline more effectively over more countries). In Japan, Yamanouchi Pharmaceutical Company agreed to acquire...
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Company agreed to acquire Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Company in order to battle foreign competition at home, to become the number two player in Japan, to fend off takeovers by larger global firms, and to avoid becoming a Japanese subsidiary of a foreign firm. In support of these efforts, countries like France (in the Sanofi-Aventis deal) and Japan are encouraging their domestic pharmaceutical firms to combine, increase their regional scale and dominance, and avoid being battered by foreign companies. Of course, such encouragement can be misguided if it produces less-competitive, merged firms that do not actively integrate to reduce costs or promote growth.

Another defense against acquisition has been to partner with other firms in a number of licensing arrangements. This approach has been undertaken by BMS, which has diffused the risks of R&D and, in doing so, created a complicated network of partnerships. Though often rumoured as a potential acquisition target, the value BMS has created for itself may not necessarily extend to the acquirer. It will be interesting to observe what happens to BMS, particularly with the patent expiry in 2011 of its bestseller Plavix (second in worldwide pharmaceutical sales in 2009 with over $9 billion in revenues).

**Proactive and offensive rationales**

**Gain access to foreign pharmaceutical markets**

Instead of (or in addition to) cutting costs and fending off price reductions, many mergers are motivated by efforts to increase revenues. For much of the twentieth century, domestic firms dominated national markets by steadily building a sales and marketing presence and by forming strong relationships with regulators and local researchers. The difficulty in building these capabilities from the ground up as a foreign entrant in an established market presented firms with serious barriers to international expansion. At the same time, the increasing value and scale of foreign pharmaceutical markets in the US, Europe, and Japan, combined with the universal marketability of pharmaceutical products, made expansion a strategic and economic priority. The fastest way to gain access to foreign markets, therefore, was to license or buy the capabilities of local firms. Examples of mergers partially driven by this rationale were typically US-European mergers, such as those between SmithKline Beckman (US) and Beecham (UK) (1989) or Pharmacia (Sweden/Italy) and Upjohn (US) (1995). US expansion was an important motive for non-US firms given the market size, high growth, and price realizations in the US. Mergers with Japanese firms, such as that between Roche (Switzerland) and Chugai (Japan) (2002), developed to foster entry to an important market where
Western firms had generally struggled; however, now most Western firms have a strong base in Japan and do not need an acquisition.\textsuperscript{80}

More recently, companies have looked to emerging markets as a source of untapped revenue, particularly within India. To gain access to the market and the distribution therein, companies are taking a similar approach to entry as they did for Europe, with the twist of seeking out generics partners. Daiichi-Sankyo led the way with their $4.2 billion takeover of Ranbaxy in 2008. In 2010, Abbott’s purchase of the branded generics business of India’s Piramal Healthcare for $3.7 billion resulted in their becoming the leading pharmaceutical company in India.\textsuperscript{81} Other companies have approached entry into India with more conservative moves, but the trend is to look to enter non-traditional geographic markets and to do so with non-traditional products (e.g., generics). Central and Eastern Europe (19 percent compound annual growth rate, 2003–2006) are also cited as attractive markets for similar reasons.\textsuperscript{82} Such markets have attracted interest from the likes of Abbott (acquisition of Solvay in 2010), Teva (via Barr, acquisition of Pliva in 2008), Sanofi-Aventis (acquisition of Zenitiva in 2008), Novartis (acquisition of Lek in 2002), and GSK (via GlaxoWellcome, acquisition of Polfa Poznań in 2000).

In addition to building sales in new markets, pharmaceutical firms are also seeking to develop the image of a fast-growing and global industry. Such a perception may help attract alliance and potential acquisition partners. Global reach, combined with capabilities in rapid product launch, can also translate into a reduction of years to peak product sales and, thus, higher revenues.

**Extend capabilities to new therapeutic areas**

As firms grow, they have typically expanded the scope of their portfolio across a number of therapeutic areas. Most major pharmaceutical firms now have products in many major therapeutic areas (e.g., cholesterol, hypertension, depression, antiulcerants, diabetes, inflammation). However, this breadth results as much from the consolidation trend as from organic growth. Building capabilities in a therapeutic area – in terms of R&D expertise, sales force presence, and physician relationships – can take years or even decades. Capabilities also tend to flow from scientific innovation, which is not always predictable. In order quickly to become a player in a major market with innovative capabilities, acquisition is often the fastest approach. For instance, Pfizer’s merger with Pharmacia in 2002 improved its presence in inflammation (by capturing 100 percent of revenues from the co-marketed rheumatoid arthritis drug Celebrex, as well as the same potential for next-generation Bextra before that product was removed from the market) and added assets in oncology, diabetes, and infectious diseases.

**Achieve economies of scale**

Economies of scale in R&D have been a source of competitive advantage for decades. However, many biopharmaceutical companies believe that marginal returns to scale have been exhausted. Participants in the biopharmaceutical industry have argued that “more is less” and that the benefits of economies of scale are outweighed by superior innovation and the need to invest in large numbers of potential candidate molecules. R&D to the little known target molecules with unknown or little known biological pathways, or combinations thereof, may therefore be the formula for success. The idea that “more is less” may be the key to the long-term future of the pharmaceutical industry.
in oncology, endocrinology, and ophthalmology; these products complemented Pfizer’s existing strengths in cardiovascular disease, central nervous system, depression, and erectile dysfunction. Pfizer’s purchase of Wyeth in October 2009 resulted in the company’s further diversification beyond pharmaceuticals with the acquisition of biologics, consumer healthcare, and nutrition products.

M&A may also serve as a vehicle to extend the firm’s capabilities to new technologies possessed by the target firm. Pharmaceutical firms’ acquisition of biotechnology companies represents a major effort to gain capabilities in large molecules. Some researchers suggest this strategy reflects an outsourcing of R&D to the biotechnology firm, a claim supported by recent evidence that little knowledge is transferred from the biotechnology firm to its pharmaceutical partner. The biotechnology firm thus serves as the center of excellence in large molecule research.

Achieve economies of scale and scope in R&D, sales, and marketing

Economies of scale are believed to exist in some portions of the pharmaceutical value chain (e.g., sales and marketing) more than in others. Industry executives believe that larger commercial scale has continued to demonstrate positive marginal returns, though the magnitude of those returns has rapidly diminished. Particularly during the mid-1990s to mid-2000s, their thinking has been that “more sales representatives can call on more doctors more times,” or “more representatives can sell more drugs to more doctors leading to more scripts.” Larger scale may also facilitate faster product launches across larger markets, leading to higher revenues. Larger size in the form of multiple products can lead to scale economies through the marketing of multiple products to the same physician specialty. Finally, larger scale may pose a barrier to entry by virtue of economies in selling, general, and administrative (SG&A) expenses – large sales force size, promotional spending, and direct-to-consumer advertising – and possibly provide some advantage in conducting clinical trials (through either greater efficiency or access to a broader network of investigators).

There is more debate surrounding the presence of economies of scale in pharmaceutical R&D, which is thus probably not a major factor driving consolidation. Many observers speculate that instead of increasing returns to scale there is a “critical mass” of research spending – a threshold level at which a minimum efficient scale is attained. This threshold level of spending allows companies to acquire key technologies and place the requisite number of bets across fixed research assets in order to achieve an adequate return on investment (ROI). This critical mass would also allow companies adequately
to fund both early-stage research, as well as expensive, later-stage development, without making trade-offs between short-term and long-term spending priorities. Other observers believe that “more is better” – that is, higher R&D outlays translate into placing even more bets on more projects and technologies, and, thus, increased likelihood of success, particularly for phase II and phase III research projects where a firm’s prior R&D experience is relatively important. In this light, higher R&D spending is viewed as “risk management” (diversifying the portfolio of projects and the risks of any given project) rather than improved ROI.

Regardless of the above, commentators believe that these thresholds have already been reached by most major firms – perhaps as little as $100 million in research spending, which at around 25 percent of a total R&D budget would imply R&D spending of just $400 million per year. Most major players currently spend at least ten times this amount on their R&D efforts. More recently, the growing prominence of smaller biotechnology firms in developing NMEs suggests that the scale requirements of drug discovery are falling rather than rising.

There are other presumed benefits of mergers that involve economies of scale. Increased scale from a merger may allow a firm to spread the costs of acquiring any future technologies or biotechnology firms across a larger base. The combined sales forces of the merged firm may permit more intensive marketing to leverage the target firm’s products and more cheaply sell a wider range of products. Larger firms may also be better able to leverage the technology, R&D, and skill-sets of these future target acquisitions. Finally, pharmaceutical firms may make strategic acquisitions of firms operating in a specific therapeutic area in order to gain scale and thereby compete with larger firms which devote a lower proportion of their R&D to this area. Analysts suggest that scale economies exist within (but not across) therapeutic areas and that pharmaceutical firms can leverage knowledge across multiple states within the same disease family (narrow but deep focus).

Economies of scope may offer some ongoing advantage to larger firms. Pharmaceutical companies may seek to apply the capabilities of their biotechnology acquisitions to their own operations or combine their own fledgling programs in large molecules with those of their new partner. They may also enjoy a broader product line that allows them access to a greater number of physicians in the market, which may offset some of the power of organized buyers. Firms that place a larger number of bets across a number of therapeutic areas and technologies may also be more likely to create a new drug than those with a more narrow scope.

Create a competitive advantage

Long-term cost savings, spurred by merger. Mergers drive organizations towards these same economies of scale, often with an added competitive edge. For example, the acquisition of Warner-Lambert by Pfizer, a merged company, created a new entity with a broader portfolio of products, including over-the-counter medications and emerging biotechnology ventures with the potential for disruptive innovation.

Foster disruptive change

The final ratio of success. As noted earlier, the ratio of success is often 1:10 or even 1:20, with most projects failing to reach approval. However, mergers provide access to additional resources, such as increased R&D spending, new technologies, and broader product lines, which can enhance the chances of success for future projects.
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All the same, after fifteen years of consolidation, pipeline productivity continues to decline, and the extent of scope advantages for merging firms is difficult to estimate. This outcome may be due to the fact that merging firms often cut out large groups of development projects that cannot satisfy new criteria for high potential sales; one analysis showed that post-merger firms had almost one-third fewer projects in development three years after merging as their pre-merger baseline. It may also stem from the disruption to R&D processes and projects that often occur in a post-merger environment. This disruption is hard to quantify and often does not present until many years post-merger. Finally, as noted above, M&A may not even address the unknown root causes of declining pipeline productivity, but rather serve other short-term palliative needs.

**Create a competitive advantage in R&D productivity**

Long-term improvements to R&D productivity, as opposed to short-term cost savings and earnings boosts, are often cited by executives at the time of a merger. Mergers are heralded as the beginning of a new research engine to drive organic growth in the future. However, such improvements have been the most elusive of all the stated benefits of consolidation. Consistently, these same companies have returned to mergers again and again in order to shore up weak pipelines and gaps in market portfolios. Serial consolidators such as American Home Products (A.H. Robbins in 1989, Cyanamid in 1994, and a failed attempt to merge with Warner-Lambert in 2001), Pfizer (Warner-Lambert in 2001, Pharmacia in 2003, Wyeth in 2009), and GSK (a merged combination of entities Glaxo, Wellcome, SmithKline, Beckman, and Beecham) have proclaimed at every juncture that their newly formed ventures would be better positioned to grow organically – and independently – for the future; yet subsequent mergers reveal still more weakness in product flows.

The R&D productivity crisis has deepened despite the M&A activity described above. It may take more time than expected to assimilate the new technologies and firms acquired and may extend beyond the terms of the executive teams committed to the mergers. In the short term, the combined earnings stream of the merged firms may provide a more consistent flow of internal funding for R&D to offset the volatile cash flows from blockbusters.

**Foster disruptive change**

The final rationale for M&A that we discuss is the opportunity for disruptive change. As noted above, M&A is often pursued for defensive reasons to
correct underlying weakness and decline in the combining firms. Mergers provide an external impetus and logic for restructuring each firm’s assets that might otherwise encounter greater internal resistance. In this manner, the two firms can “start with a clean slate,” conduct a company-wide review, reallocate assets to more productive areas, re-engineer processes, reduce headcounts, and undertake changes that neither firm could do prior to the combination. Indeed, the merger event serves to justify the enormous disruption costs. In this manner, merged firms may achieve the economies of scale and savings that individual firms cannot, or take out costs that the individual firm cannot, as well as do so with financial merger-related accounting. In a similar vein, M&A can be undertaken to change the “activity footprint” of a firm in order to track migration of profit pools, control profit choke points, or execute a new value proposition necessitated by changes in the economics of an industry.

**Summary of rationales: is there a problem here?**

The above review suggests that M&A can be motivated from multiple sources. This conclusion is supported by industry surveys of pharmaceutical firms who report having multiple M&A goals: grow the core business, realize cost synergies, acquire new technologies, gain competitive advantage, generate fiscal advantage, and so on. Such a phenomenon is not unique to pharmaceutical firms; firms in other healthcare sectors and other industries typically have multiple objectives in pursuing M&A. It is possible, of course, that many positive aspirations are voiced to disguise underlying motivations for cost synergies (i.e., reductions).

The problem with multiple rationales noted in these other industries may also pertain to pharmaceuticals: the lack of a clear focus in the merger and the presence of conflicting agendas. In the presence of multiple goals, the intentions of the two firms (particularly if one acquires the other) are likely to diverge, if not conflict. Moreover, there may be a simultaneous (and confusing) effort to cut costs while pursuing growth. Other problems that stem from multiple rationales concern the merger integration effort – for example, the difficulty in mapping out the implementation steps due to the need to accommodate a variety of potentially conflicting interests and directions. Multiple rationales may thus prove dysfunctional during the merger transition and lead to unsolvable conflicts. Industry analysts argue that one party in clear control, with a dominant economic rationale, a simple program, great communication, and excellent execution, is the critical ingredient for M&A success.

---
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The impact of M&A on the performance of pharmaceutical firms

There is a growing body of research evidence that tests the presumed advantages of pharmaceutical firm scale and M&A strategy, although it is not developed enough to test all of the rationales enumerated above. There are several fundamental difficulties, however, in isolating the benefits of M&A. First, pharmaceutical firms may pursue other strategies whose effects are entangled with M&A. For example, during the early 1990s, Glaxo pursued horizontal acquisitions with both pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms and considered vertical integration into the PBM industry. Evaluation researchers label this problem “multiple treatment interference”; economists refer to it as a statistical confound. The evidence reviewed below cannot truly disentangle the impacts of different strategies pursued simultaneously by pharmaceutical firms without first collecting data on all of the strategies and estimating competing risk models.

A second difficulty is that mergers do not occur randomly but are chosen by managers. Firms whose growth prospects are threatened (due to weak pipelines and/or marketed drugs at risk of losing patent protection) are more likely to engage in M&A activity. This observation makes it difficult to isolate the impact of a merger, because firms that merge may have fared poorly even if they did nothing. Conversely, a merged firm may fare poorly compared to industry averages, but might perform better than it otherwise would have. This outcome may be especially true for companies that pursue M&A for diversification or geographic expansion. As a result, recent research has attempted to model the propensity to merge as well as the effects of M&A.

Third, it may be difficult to distinguish limitations of the strategy of M&A from the limitations of the strategy’s execution. That is, the strategy may be appropriate, while the execution and implementation flawed. A later section of this chapter explores some of the important processes in merger implementation.

A fourth difficulty is that research studies have utilized several measures of firm scale, R&D, and M&A performance. This variability in research design makes it hard to compare published results.

Review of the evidence from academia and consulting firms

Relationship between scale and R&D inputs

Early research conducted across industries examined the impact of firm scale on inputs to the R&D process, such as the intensity of R&D (e.g., R&D expenditures
as a percentage of sales). Some researchers found positive effects of scale on R&D intensity while others found threshold effects (i.e., positive effects up to a certain level of scale, after which the effects become zero or negative). Subsequent research results have generally been inconclusive. Overall, size appears to exert only a minute effect on R&D intensity and explains little of the variation.  

Instead, R&D intensity appears to be a function of the firm’s prior cash flows and profits. One study that examined mergers in all industries between 1976 and 1995 concluded that firms that merged experienced the same growth in R&D spending subsequently, on average, as firms that did not merge.

As noted earlier, the pharmaceutical industry has devoted an increasing percentage of its revenues to R&D. This “research intensity” grew markedly from 12.4 percent (in 1970) to 21.6 percent (in 1996), falling slightly to 19.2 percent (in 2005). Such investment is nearly seven times the intensity of the pharmaceutical industry’s all-manufacturing counterparts. Investigators naturally asked whether increased scale is associated with such increased spending.

Recent academic research has found that pharmaceutical M&A does not lead to increased R&D expenditures. Mergers during the period 1988–2001 exerted no impact on the growth rate of R&D spending in the first three years following a merger in large pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms, and exerted a negative impact in small firms. Other researchers have suggested that R&D intensity may be a driver (cause) of increased size through M&A, rather than a result. Firms with higher R&D spending are more likely to engage in acquisitions as a means of diversifying their research portfolios, and use outsourced R&D to complement their internal R&D. Research on corporate strategy has found that firms need the “absorptive capacity” of knowledge gained from internal R&D in order to gauge the value of potential knowledge stocks in external research programs (found in target firms). Consultants have likewise found no relationship between scale and R&D intensity in the pharmaceutical industry.

**Relationship of scale with R&D outputs**

The vast bulk of the evidence also suggests that scale (defined in multiple ways – see below) has only a weak impact on various measures of R&D productivity. While larger firms may (or may not) undertake the bulk of innovative investment, they are not the source of the majority of innovations, or at least the most distinctive innovations in a therapeutic area. This result is made obvious by the preponderance of new pipeline drugs being in-licensed by large pharmaceutical companies from the biotechnology sector.

---

Econometric analysis may help to determine the specific type of technology acquired and the potential for successful development, which can vary widely. For example, biotechnology firms often outsource certain research activities to gain access to specific technologies or expertise. However, the benefits of such outsourcing can be contingent on the quality of the external research and the alignment of interests between the outsourcing firm and the external partner. The decision to outsource or in-license technology should be based on a comprehensive evaluation of the potential return on investment and the strategic fit with the firm’s core competencies.
Economists have found that a firm's scale defined as overall R&D spending is not associated with the discovery of new drugs - measured either as the probability of success of NDAs or the number of NMEs per firm per year.\textsuperscript{112} There is, however, some evidence of R&D scale economies within a therapeutic area.\textsuperscript{113} R&D intensity may exert a positive impact on R&D productivity, but only up to a small threshold-level of investment reached early on. Over the long term, R&D intensity may be a driver of firm profits.\textsuperscript{114} Firm size may be associated with the production of knowledge, however. The overall level of a firm’s research spending has been found to be associated with the number of patents in its drug discovery programs.\textsuperscript{115} Moreover, the quality and focus of these patents (i.e., number of patent citations, smaller number of patent claims) may be positively related to the number of new product introductions.\textsuperscript{116}

A recent study, however, does find a positive relationship between a firm's experience in conducting clinical trials (measured by the number of ongoing research projects or the number of drugs the firm has developed independently or in an alliance) and the likelihood that a drug will successfully complete phase II and/or phase III trials (weak or no relationship between experience and the likelihood a drug will complete phase I).\textsuperscript{117} Firms that had developed twenty-five and thirty phase II and phase III drugs, respectively, had the highest success probabilities.\textsuperscript{118} Therefore, if a firm that is below these thresholds can absorb the development experience of the acquired firm, acquisitions could improve R&D productivity.

Academics, consultants, and investment analysts have repeatedly found - albeit in a disparate set of studies - that firm scale defined in terms of market value or sales force size has little impact on R&D productivity.\textsuperscript{119} Pisano reports there is no relationship between the size of biotechnology firms and the novelty of their drugs in development.\textsuperscript{120} In a study prepared for a large pharmaceutical firm, analysts at the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) found that firm scale in the pharmaceutical sector had no relationship with innovation productivity (i.e., more predictable flow of NMEs) or with the ability rapidly to develop blockbuster drugs.\textsuperscript{121} BCG analysts have also found scale to be unrelated to both the value and output of R&D.\textsuperscript{122} Analysts at Booz-Allen report that the scale of a firm and its investment in R&D is unrelated to the marginal return on innovation investment, while McKinsey analysts find no relationship between the scale of R&D spending and return on investment (measured as the NPV of products out of research).\textsuperscript{123} Analysts at Goldman Sachs found that three of the top five pharmaceutical firms, measured in terms of the net present value (NPV) of their late-stage pipelines, scored below the global sector average in productivity (pipeline NPV divided by capitalized
Finally, a recent analysis shows that pharmaceutical firms that relied heavily on M&A lagged behind others in their NME output; acquisitions primarily helped small companies, but not large ones.\textsuperscript{125}

Finally, there is mixed evidence regarding the impact of increased scale via M&A on R&D investment, R&D productivity, project portfolios, and project success. One recent (but preliminary) academic study reports that mergers during the period 1990–2007 increased the chances of success of projects initiated post-merger in all three phases—an effect independent of the effect of firm scale.\textsuperscript{126} Conversely, a CenterWatch study of eleven large combinations between 1988 and 1999 found a drop in R&D spending growth from 7.7 percent pre-merger to 3 percent post-merger; while growth in R&D spend increased after three years to pre-merger levels, the spending level lagged industry averages. CenterWatch also reported a small rise in the number of NDAs one-year post-merger but a 10 percent drop in the number of development projects; three years post-merger they reported a one-third drop in NDAs and a 34 percent reduction in total development projects.\textsuperscript{127} Another study suggests that larger firms are slower to terminate unsuccessful or outlived research efforts.\textsuperscript{128} In both reports, these findings are viewed as having negative implications for R&D productivity. Indeed, some pharmaceutical firms now believe there are diseconomies of scale in research, and have experimented over the past decade with smaller, more disease-area-focused organizational models (e.g., centers of excellence for drug discovery, or CEDDs, at GSK).

Based on such findings, Roger Longman (then managing director of pharma at Elsevier Business Intelligence) concluded that, “The combination of two large but relatively weak players makes it more difficult to rejuvenate the now combined R&D program as it simultaneously increased the value required from new products. A $10 billion company needs a much bigger product to grow 10 percent than does a $5 billion company.”\textsuperscript{129} Similarly, CenterWatch concludes that M&A disrupts internal operations.

**Relationship between scale and stock price, sales, market share, and profitability**

A spate of recent academic studies has reached different conclusions regarding the impact of M&A on financial outcomes. One study of 160 pharmaceutical acquisitions between 1994 and 2001 found they created positive shareholder value. The acquirer’s cumulative abnormal stock market return for deals involving biotechnology or technology companies was 2.8 percent, the return for non-biotechnology R&D firms was 4.3 percent, and the return for firms with mature products and R&D capabilities was 5.3 percent.\textsuperscript{130} Abnormal returns were higher under certain circumstances: when the acquiring firm
made equity payments to the target, when the acquiring firm had prior strategic alliance experience with the target, and when the acquiring firm had prior sales and research experience in the same therapeutic category as the target firm. The abnormal stock return methodology captures investors’ perceptions of the impact of mergers at the announcement date, rather than actual performance of the combined firm following the merger.

Conversely, a study of 405 mergers among US pharmaceutical firms between 1981 and 2004 found positive abnormal returns in the short term for acquisitions involving single units or products, but not for mergers. Acquisition deals yielded improvements in operating cash flow return but not return on equity. While mergers did not add value, they also did not destroy value.131

Another study of sixty-five pharmaceutical deals (with transaction values over $500 million) between 1985 and 1996 showed that, on average, these deals also created little shareholder value. Target firms experienced a positive 13.3 percent average abnormal stock market return (over a three-day window), acquiring firms experienced a negative 2.2 percent abnormal return, and the combined firm reported a positive 0.6 percent abnormal return.132 This pattern of positive returns to investors of the acquired firm, negative returns to investors of the acquiring firm, and essentially no combined effect, is also observed in another study of twenty-six pharmaceutical mergers as well as the general industry literature on abnormal stock market returns following merger announcements.133 Some of the pharmaceutical M&A deals fared better than others, however. The greatest shareholder value was created in large horizontal mergers involving the top thirty firms and cross-national transactions; the greatest shareholder loss was generated in vertical mergers involving PBMs.

An additional study of 202 pharmaceutical and biotechnology deals between 1988 and 2001 involving transaction values over $500 million reported that mergers exert little impact on a firm’s growth in sales, operating profit, and enterprise value (market value of a firm’s equity plus book value of their debt) in the first and second years following a merger. For a typical pharmaceutical firm, a merger reduces operating profits by 52 percent in the third year following a merger compared to a similar firm that did not merge.134 For a distressed firm, however, a merger increases operating profit in the third year following the merger, perhaps because of different implementation. For small firms, M&A leads to lower growth in profits in the first year post-merger. This study highlights the importance of controlling for a firm’s propensity to merge (or probability of merging). Firms with a high probability of merging (based on a firm’s pre-merger characteristics) experience relatively slow growth in sales, employees, and R&D over the next three years regardless of whether or not they actually
merge. If one failed to control for the differences between firms that do and do not merge, mergers would appear to have an even worse impact on a firm’s performance.

Likewise, research conducted by consultants and analysts tends to report little financial impact of M&A. BCG, for example, found no impact of M&A on ten-year shareholder returns or growth in market share. While mergers might avoid big declines in share price, they still underperformed the pharmaceutical index and suffered lower compound annual sales growth rates. Another BCG study reported no impact of pharmaceutical firm size on gross margins, net margins, or ten-year total shareholder returns. McKinsey consultants similarly reported no impact of firm size on shareholder returns from 1994 to 1999 and on market capitalization, and lower annual growth rates among merged firms from 1989 to 1999. Consultants at A. T. Kearney found no association between M&A and economic returns in the late 1990s; indeed, none of the firms in the top quartile of their overall “value creation index” (summary measure of economic returns and probable value of pipeline and marketed products) had pursued an M&A strategy at the time of their study. Pharmaceutical firms that had merged had average economic returns of 1.6 percent, while the return of firms that had not merged was 7.6 percent. These consultants attribute the lower return among merged firms to lower sales growth and higher SG&A expenses, intangibles, and depreciation. Other studies from the same period found that M&A did not improve the market shares of pharmaceutical firms between 1992 and 1997, did not improve their market valuations during the 1990s, and sometimes hurt them, and did not buffer firms from downturns in the market. Finally, Moody’s Investors Service suggests that M&A financed by debt – and in the face of patent expiries and productivity problems – can pressure the credit ratings of big pharmaceutical firms.

Some consulting firms concur with academic studies that a pharmaceutical firm’s success in generating value (e.g., development of blockbusters) is tied not to size or M&A, but rather to its prior experience in the relevant drug category. Such experience – whether it is internally developed or externally acquired in strategic alliances (e.g., in-licensing) – reportedly helps the firm to devise superior clinical trials with faster speed and to incur lower costs in most phases of discovery, development, and commercialization.

**Relationship of scale and scope with efficiency**

The academic evidence is weak and inconsistent regarding the presence of economies of large scale and scope in the pharmaceutical sector. One set of
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of small molecules. There may be efficiencies in increased plant size for large molecules among biotechnology firms, where manufacturing capacity is lacking.\(^{150}\) It remains puzzling, however, why merging firms do not experience a growth in profitability if they are able to realize the cost savings enumerated above. One explanation is that the onetime implementation and restructuring costs associated with mergers may offset the cost savings. Other evidence suggests that management in the combined firm retains most of the pipeline, physical assets, and R&D talent of the target—all of which limits savings and increases the difficulty of decision-making.\(^{151}\)

Economies in sales and marketing may be more tangible and evident. Larger firms are able to launch drugs faster than middle-sized firms, reaching as many markets in the first year as smaller firms can reach in two years, which may facilitate more global launches.\(^{152}\) Having superior sales and marketing muscle also helps larger firms to in-license more effectively: on average, large firms in-license the top products and earn 15 percent more revenue per licensed product than smaller firms. One example is Pfizer, which has often been viewed as a "partner of choice" given the company’s strength in the area of commercialization. The activity that earned Pfizer this reputation was a series of very successful co-promotion agreements, where Pfizer would help commercialize a competitor’s drug for a share of the profits. Pfizer used the size and strength of its global sales force to negotiate for marketing rights; with Pfizer as a partner, sales of the drug could significantly exceed what the original company could achieve on its own. In the late 1990s, Pfizer helped turn several of these partnered drugs into top sellers, including Warner-Lambert’s Lipitor, Eisai’s Aricept, and Monsanto’s Celebrex.

There is conflicting evidence whether or not large firms in-license more products overall.\(^{153}\) One explanation is that there was no measurable licensing "magnet effect" ten years ago, unlike the situation today. Scale allows large firms to dominate share of voice, build larger sales forces, and generate a greater numbers of sales calls per product and sales per representative.\(^{154}\) This effect seemed most pronounced, again, at product launch, allowing superior rates of market uptake. It does not necessarily translate to higher levels of performance after launch. In any case, marginal returns on additional sales reps, though declining, remain positive, which is perhaps the strongest argument of all that larger sales forces do create value for leading firms.\(^{155}\)

There is other evidence that suggests the scale requirements for drug discovery and early-stage drug development are, at best, modest. Strategic alliances between pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms have grown increasingly popular and may represent a substitute strategy for M&A.\(^{156}\)

Alliances in which the pharmaceutical firms in-license the compounds developed by biotechnology firms allow the former to "buy the candy but not the store." Academic researchers argue that scale economies are also unlikely to hold given the rising number of new products developed by smaller biotechnology companies. If firms merged to achieve scale economies, one would expect smaller firms to be more likely to be involved in mergers. In fact, larger firms, as measured by the market value of their stock and debt, were more likely to be involved in M&A in the 1980s and 1990s. Large firms apparently believe that there are advantages to growing even larger.\(^{157}\)

**Summary of the empirical evidence: is there a disconnect with the rationales?**

The findings regarding the benefits of pharmaceutical M&A presented by academic researchers and consulting firms are fairly consistent with one another. Firm scale has little relationship with R&D intensity (inputs) and, at best, a small impact on R&D productivity (outputs) — arguably the two industry value drivers. Two academic studies and the bulk of the consulting firm evidence suggest little impact of M&A on the firm’s value, shareholder returns, margins, sales growth, or growth in market share. Finally, the evidence suggests there are limited economies of scale/scope in drug discovery and development, but more pronounced economies in sales and marketing. M&A does appear to help in reducing infrastructure costs in the short term.

To be sure, the empirical evidence does not test all of the hypothesized rationales for M&A presented in the earlier section. The available evidence provides limited support for the ones tested, however. For example, M&A does not improve R&D productivity; instead, low R&D productivity prompts M&A. M&A does not serve to increase either profit margins or firm earnings, although it may help to keep them stable by substituting short-term infrastructure savings for imminent gaps in product revenue streams (a hypothesis not examined).\(^{158}\) Similarly, M&A does not lead to pronounced economies of scale or scope, particularly within R&D, although it may help small firms to achieve some economies and help large firms to maintain competitive scale and scope. Finally, there is no evidence one way or the other regarding the financial and performance impacts of M&A when used to foster disruptive change, provide a defense against acquisition, gain access to foreign markets, and extend capabilities to new therapeutic areas. However, based on the mixed economic track record of merged entities, it is likely that these rationales are employed as much to address strategic, organizational, political, or even personal priorities as to increase shareholder value. Thus,
mergers serve to increase a firm’s market share and perhaps satisfy the need to be among the leaders.

The empirical evidence does not speak to the possible verity of newer rationales for M&A. For example, some have argued that larger size may help pharmaceutical firms pay for comparative effectiveness research that may be increasingly needed to justify drug approval by the FDA and other regulatory agencies (the UK’s National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, or NICE), as well as reimbursement from payers. The inquiry into scale economies for large pharmaceutical firms and their M&A activity has continued for nearly two decades. However, in recent years, there have been growing calls for pharmaceutical firms to downsize in several areas, including:

- number of therapeutic areas;
- number of sales representatives;
- number of researchers;
- number of research sites;
- size of real estate assets;
- size of R&D teams.

There have also been calls for pharmaceutical firms to outsource/outsell therapeutic programs to external firms (e.g., GSK’s CEDDs), create pathway-focused drug performance units (DPUs) using a virtual proof-of-concept approach with several outsourced activities (e.g., chemistry, assays, drug metabolism, and pharmacokinetic experiments), and develop investment boards with external CEOs and venture capitalists.

Is M&A part of the problem?

Several recent reports suggest that, rather than being a solution, M&A may be causing part of the productivity problem inside the pharmaceutical industry. There are at least three basic rationales for this view. First, M&A creates larger scale, which may hurt early-stage R&D creativity in several ways. For example, it may be hard to get science done in a large firm where research priorities are driven by executives above. Scientific results below may accrue more slowly than do changes in what senior managers think is important. Scientists may spend more time in larger firms on internal lobbying, meetings, networking around larger and more numerous R&D sites, discovering who makes decisions, and getting results on the radar screen of the right people.

Second, R&D is craft work based heavily on serendipity, preparedness, and luck; it is not a process that is easily optimized using rules, engineering, and formal standardization methods ("Taylorism"). For example, firms have developed new institutional rules to screen out unattractive compounds that have problems, and to screen in ideal drug compounds (e.g., "rule of five: molecular weight under 500, no more than five oxygens or nitrogens").

Third, M&A reduces the number of firms in the market, which may reduce the chances for innovation. Unlike the pharmaceutical sector, the biotechnology sector has thousands of small firms. According to one veteran industry executive:

By virtue of their number, small firms collectively can explore far more directions, and investigate areas that their larger, more conservative competitors avoid. However, only a small fraction of these small companies will be rewarded with an FDA approval. Individually, they are a much less reliable source of NMEs than large companies, but collectively, they produce more, for less.

M&A can hamper R&D productivity in several ways as well. With a merger, the new head of R&D may shift research priorities and jettison promising projects, especially at the target firm. Scientists who are asked to drop their ongoing research may leave. Scientists may also be asked to pass along their prior research to other labs and sites, but may not be willing to share years of effort. M&A also requires extensive and time-consuming reviews of the R&D programs at each firm — scientific issues of safety and efficacy, commercial issues such as potential duplication and possible antitrust, strategic issues such as the merged firm’s future direction — all of which slow down decision-making hiring, and early-stage R&D. M&A typically leads to layoffs and site closures, which can disrupt the work of scientists and loss of continuity in the interactions among professional networks; indeed, sometimes the closed sites were the source of prior drug discoveries. Finally, the many meetings involved in M&A can distract scientists and disrupt their research. Managers at the target firm may also leave, especially if they have been more accustomed to science management in their smaller firm and sense a business management culture in the acquiring firm.

Broader evidence on the value of size, concentration, and integration

M&A is an instance of what the field of industrial organization (IO) calls "horizontal integration." The vast literature on horizontal integration reveals
that the majority of mergers fail to increase the value of a firm, fail to earn back within three years the equity capital invested, and earn an average negative return of minus 20 percent by year four. Only a fraction of firms engaged in mergers maintain their revenue growth post-merger and even fewer actually accelerate this growth. The literature on pharmaceutical M&A is consistent with the broader evidence.

M&A also results in larger size and greater industry concentration (smaller number of larger firms). The ten largest pharmaceutical firms accounted for 45 percent of worldwide sales in 2009 – up substantially from 26 percent in 1979 (see Figure 3.4). The IO literature has concluded that neither size nor concentration is a strong or consistent predictor of innovation. In theory, size might promote innovation via scale economies in R&D, complementarities between R&D and other activities, and access to financing for risky projects. Conversely, size can create bureaucracy, scale diseconomies, and stall points. In theory, concentration might promote innovation through enhanced profits and security that lead to greater R&D investments; conversely, investments in R&D might promote market power and concentration that lead to higher profits.

In practice, researchers observe no difference in R&D productivity between the larger pharmaceutical firms and their smaller biotechnology firm counterparts. Between 1985 and 2004, there was no difference between the two sectors in the cost of bringing a compound to market and the novelty of their products. M&A may, in fact, retard innovation by overemphasizing financial and systemic controls that promote greater managerial risk aversion. M&A deals (or even just discussions) can also choke off the efforts of licensing departments to in-source new compounds, as well as overshadow opportunities for strategic alliances. Some researchers have suggested, however, there may be an interaction effect between size and concentration – large firms are more innovative in concentrated industries, while small firms are more innovative in unconnected industries. This relationship has not been tested in the pharmaceutical sector but is certainly consistent with the M&A rationales espoused above. Increased size can pose a barrier to entry by new competitors, a characteristic of the pharmaceutical sector for a good portion of the twentieth century until the entrance of biotechnology firms.

Other researchers suggest that M&A has increased industry concentration and reduced the number of firms active in R&D. While this may not impact innovation at the firm level, it may retard innovation at the industry level. Recent evidence reveals a positive, nonlinear association between aggregate NME output and the number of companies: NME output rises more than proportionally with industry size. Industry executives hypothesize that more competitors accelerate knowledge spillovers that increase the productivity of all firms. Alternatively, a greater number of firms may spawn greater portfolio diversity and increase the chances of finding new drugs.

Overall, variations in firm-level innovation may be explained less by scale and M&A activity and more by internal organization characteristics, idiosyncratic technological capabilities accumulated over time, drug development experience, past track records of R&D success in therapeutic areas, and interfirm alliances and contracts that promote complementarities between internal and external sourcing of ideas and capabilities. These variations may also be explained better by execution of the M&A strategy, including both pre-merger and post-merger integration processes. The next section examines these possibilities.

Sources of value in M&A: building capabilities to enhance future performance

The strategy of M&A may only be as valuable as the quality of its implementation (or execution). Execution is now considered to be the key concern of corporate executives and a key source of competitive advantage – both for the same reason: it is hard to do. Industry observers suggest that the importance of M&A execution in the pharmaceutical sector is enhanced by the need for increased communication, speed of decision-making, fewer (rather than more) key performance indicators, putting new structures into place quickly, and boldness in creating change. Such agility is believed to increase short-term savings and efficiencies from cost-cutting efforts, although its impact on long-term productivity is unknown.

Execution consists of several components, such as: strategic intent, horizontal (cross-boundary) networking, iterative idea testing and problem-solving, clarified decision rights, the ability to make decisions in uncertain environments, the ability to adapt to unforeseen events, performance milestones and metrics, etc. It also relies on managerial structures that permit decentralized decision-making, managerial autonomy within local business units, and high-performance cultures.

There is considerable research on the M&A process that impacts the M&A outcomes reviewed above. One important issue is the strategic intent of a merger. An earlier section of this chapter suggested that pharmaceutical deals may have multiple rationales. Case evidence from the 2004 merger of Sanofi and
Aventis suggests that M&A is not always characterized by rational management and consensus. Instead, the case describes the competing social, political, and commercial rationales and logics among the multiple stakeholders. Indeed, executives from the target firm in this deal, who were surveyed during an executive education course, mentioned several defensive reasons for the merger, particularly the avoidance of takeover by the smaller acquiring firm, but many others as well (see Figure 3.6). This lengthy list suggests there has been a failure on the part of the acquiring firm to communicate a clearly articulated rationale, an omission mentioned several times by the executives. The downside is potential confusion and conflicting agendas. Moreover, as researchers have emphasized, the realization of any synergy from a combination requires a commonly shared strategic vision (clear and sometimes imposed) that serves as a continuous guide to the merger's operating plans— for example, what the synergies are and how they are to be realized.

This approach may not be as straightforward as it sounds. Executives at large pharmaceutical firms claim that roughly 50 percent of their firms' market value is comprised of the synergies among the pieces of their business (different therapeutic areas, product markets, and technologies). Combining these pieces with the pieces from another firm whose synergies one may not understand leads to a combined firm with a high proportion of intangible assets that have unproven productivity.

Strategic intent may also be hard to crystallize given the balancing act that pharmaceutical firms must do among their different strategies. M&A is but one strategy taking place amidst other strategic initiatives such as alliances, licensing deals, and internal R&D efforts. Firms need to combine and coordinate all four strategies to generate sufficient dynamic capabilities—their capacity purposefully to create, extend, or modify their internal base of resources. At the same time that firms search for new products, they are also searching for new markets, such as satisfying unmet clinical needs (e.g., new therapeutic focus on specialty products and rare diseases) and exploiting emerging markets. This combination of demands is a lot of change for pharmaceutical firms to balance; it is unclear whether they can manage this change process and whether it will indeed create a sustainable business model.

Of course, articulation of a merger's strategic intent is one part of the due diligence process. Another element is the selection of a merger partner. M&A deals are notoriously vulnerable to problems of information asymmetry (i.e., the target firm knows more about itself than does the acquirer). Deals done out of haste or for defensive reasons may short-circuit the due diligence process of gathering information. Academic research suggests that access to information about the target during the pre-acquisition period is critical to the acquirer's success. Such access is critical in evaluating the target's intangible assets (early-stage pipeline, research capabilities, and technologies) and in avoiding overpaying for them. How is this information actually acquired? It may come through prior strategic alliances with the target, through conduct of research that parallels that of the target, and through prior sales experience within the same therapeutic area as the product(s) involved in the acquisition. This prior experience helps the acquirer better to evaluate the products, technologies, and capabilities it gains from the merger, as well as their "fit" with its own portfolio of assets. However, in order for this experience to benefit the acquiring firm and to become a capability, there must be management continuity and good processes of organizational learning.

On the post-acquisition side, a critical capability may be the leveraging of diverse knowledge both within and across therapeutic areas in the combined firm. Pfizer's recent acquisition of Wyeth justified the deal partially on the basis of the latter's capability in the manufacturing of biologics. Such economies of scope in ideas can result from the development of several integrative devices.
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- teams of clinicians and scientists and mathematicians that analyze the compounds that fail in testing;\textsuperscript{203}
- teams drawing on gene-based discovery research and clinical R&D in "experimental medicine" programs;\textsuperscript{204}
- focus on learning from others inside and outside the firm rather than on acquiring new technologies;\textsuperscript{205}
- experimental R&D or new R&D operating models to get to proof-of-concept more quickly (e.g., Eli Lilly's Chorus effort);\textsuperscript{206}
- development of scientist middle managers in R&D units to balance strategic intent of top executives with innovative proposals from researchers below to make critical investment decisions on a daily basis;\textsuperscript{207}
- talent renewal using post-doctoral programs.\textsuperscript{208}

Such collaboration is believed to reduce both the time and cost of drug discovery and development, to promote serendipity in the discovery process through the free flow of ideas, and to increase a firm's stock of IP.\textsuperscript{209} Indeed, the recent spike in FDA new drug approvals in the first half of 2011 -- twenty approvals in six months versus twenty-one approvals in all of 2010 -- is being attributed in part to collaborative efforts between pharmaceutical firms and outside partners.\textsuperscript{210}

Of course, there is the empirical question of the most effective mechanisms to document and leverage the knowledge and capabilities of the firms engaged in the M&A. A long-drawn out process is difficult to manage and keep on track. Success may hinge more on pre-merger planning, the rapid (and sometimes dictated) pace of combination, integration of systems across the merged firms, and often separate management of the target firm in order to preserve its intellectual capital.

Recent network research suggests two interesting caveats to these conclusions, however. First, based on research conducted in physician clinics, informal networks may be more important than the formal structural devices used to develop collaboration and stimulate consultation.\textsuperscript{211} Second, professionals may be more willing to learn from external rivals than from internal colleagues for reasons of status and self-esteem.\textsuperscript{212} The power of the network and its evolving nature are therefore critical for pharmaceutical companies to be better able to take advantage of accessing their customers.

Post-merger integration of the firms involved in the combination may be the critical requirement for M&A success and the most important predictor of synerg or realization. A major reason is that mergers must generate cost-savings in order to offset the premium paid to the shareholders of the target firm, as well as the costs of combination.\textsuperscript{213} Another reason is that the degree of...
interaction and cooperation between the firms may facilitate the consolidation of operations and transfer of capabilities needed to achieve any economies, as well as reduce the time of that transition. Post-merger integration is difficult regardless of the M&A strategy chosen. A "string of pearls" strategy of acquiring multiple smaller firms is difficult due to the limited number of desirable target acquisitions, the issue of repeated cultural assimilation, and the questionable ability to move the earnings needle. Conversely, a single large acquisition strategy is difficult due to the costs of disruption, integration, and culture clash. 214

Research in industry suggests that 40 percent of mergers with a high potential for combination achieve low levels of integration. 215 One major problem is that the executives of the acquiring firm do not spend sufficient time on the post-merger integration process. Executives may not appreciate the importance of this integration process, perhaps believing that the job is done when the financial consolidation takes place. Such executives may perceive the integration process as a "cost-shaving exercise." Other common problems that detract from synergy realization include the slow pace of integration, integration of different systems for drug discovery, integration of diverse cultures, the loss of key executives and scientists from the target firm, the perception of a takeover on the part of the target firm, disruptions to ongoing operations, harnessing best practices that reside in the target, and failures to communicate merger progress throughout the organization. 216

Solutions to these problems are time-intensive and costly. One factor that may reduce costs includes the degree of post-merger cooperation between executives of the acquiring and target firms. Such cooperation may be facilitated by prior strategic alliances and working relationships between the two firms. 217 From this viewpoint, prior alliances not only serve to foster greater access to information about the target but also provide greater familiarity with its personnel. 218

Pharmaceutical firms face multiple options regarding how to integrate their respective operations. Some have taken an "absorption" approach (Pharmacia and Upjohn), while others have taken a "symbiotic" approach (Pfizer and Monsanto), while still others have taken a "preservation" approach. 219 Researchers suggest that mergers between pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms may need to follow different post-merger integration approaches based on the acquisition motives of the pharmaceutical firm, the competencies and tacit knowledge of the biotechnology firm, and the respective cultures of both sides. In general, pre- and post-merger integration strategies suggest the critical importance of "execution."

Finally, there may be other strategies beyond mergers that confer value on pharmaceutical firms. One may be the simple avoidance of M&A and its distractions – for example, eschewing the acquisition of genomics companies as well as the automation technologies (high-throughput screening, combinatorial chemistry) discussed in Chapter 5. There are huge disruptions and costs entailed in shifting to a genomics-focused R&D approach. 220 The payoffs from such a shift for gene-based drug discovery may be ten to fifteen years down the road, leading some critics to label it an expensive fiasco. 221

Another strategy of "drug-hunting" may involve the hiring of additional drug discovery scientists to increase talent and expertise on projects in order to improve the understanding of the disease and to be able to better model it, to identify the right targets for prosecution, and to both increase the number of compounds and improve their quality. 222 These talented individuals tend to serve as substitutes (rather than as complements) to a firm's collaborative and intellectual capital. A related strategy of "disease hunting" is seeking out areas of unmet clinical need and subsequently developing research teams to address them. 223

A third strategy is speed; earlier termination of unfruitful research projects and the shortening of times a drug spends in each phase of research (e.g., small-scale clinical trials on experimental medicines). Recent research suggests that phase II and phase III attrition is the single biggest contributing factor to R&D productivity; efforts to terminate unfruitful projects earlier may help. 224 While such an approach increases the absolute number of failures, these failures are celebrated and viewed as an important source of learning. 225 Executives at Eli Lilly attribute their recent pipeline success to these attributes. 226 The Chorus Group, an autonomous division within Lilly, has specifically been charged with designing and implementing a lean approach to generating clinical proof-of-concept (PoC) data as quickly and cost-effectively as possible. 227

A fourth, related, strategy is greater mastery and closer integration across the internal value chain of the pharmaceutical firm – from ideation to project selection to development to commercialization. 228 This approach would entail a better understanding of new business opportunities (including a view of what is happening at a firm's periphery), improved valuation and governance of new research projects, balancing rigorous business decision-making with good science, efficient project management and parallel processing of tasks, and integration of marketing personnel into the prior steps.

A fifth strategy is "do more with less." That is, focus on a smaller number of compounds selected for development and reduce the number of ongoing projects (but staff them more intensively). Related to this approach is the effort to cut R&D spending, make fewer, larger bets in untrammelled areas of
pharmacology that are truly breakthroughs (i.e., the opposite of the pursuing me-too products in blockbuster areas), and meet previously unmet clinical needs. A sixth strategy is labeled “jumpstarting” – finding new uses for existing but underexploited compounds, and reformulating existing products. A seventh strategy, commonly pursued today, is effective in-licensing of new products from biotechnology companies. Strategic alliances are an entire alternative strategy to M&A that require enormous managerial attention.

A final strategy is diversification – in effect, M&A applied to firms making different types of products (e.g., generics, vaccines). Some observers now believe that diversification is the only avenue open to pharmaceutical firms at present to move the needle on earnings and maintain consistent cash flow. Others believe that diversified pharmaceutical firms should diversify their non-core businesses. However, for the first time in recent history, there is now a divergence in the pharmaceutical sector’s business models. A concomitant development has been the emergence of a “strategy master” position within the life sciences firm. While diversification means increased size, some firms have been pursuing de-diversification and smaller size by shedding some of their products and businesses. A prominent example is Pfizer’s announcement in July 2011 that it will explore “strategic alternatives for its Animal Health and Nutrition businesses based on its recent business portfolio review to determine the optimal mix of businesses for maximizing shareholder value. The company is considering options that may include, among others, a full or partial separation of each of these businesses from Pfizer through a spin-off, sale or other transaction.” Historical evidence suggests that de-diversification (also known as focus) has occurred since the 1980s and may be associated with higher plant productivity.

The future of pharmaceutical M&A and the value chain perspective on innovation

The above review of the literature suggests that M&A activity has exerted little impact on R&D productivity and new innovation. Indeed as other chapters in this volume make clear, the bulk of the innovation now occurring in the pharmaceutical market is being in-sourced from biotechnology firms using a variety of mechanisms (in-licensing, strategic alliances, acquisitions). There is a growing consensus that the task of drug discovery and development has become too complex for a single firm to handle on its own, and that it must now be accomplished through inter-firm collaborative models and deals – an instance of what is commonly referred to as “open source innovation” or innovation from anywhere. Some pharmaceutical executives refer to this as the shift from a closed-system to an open-system model of innovation where there is a much greater reliance on business development to create strategic alliances globally in discovery and development, manufacturing, and clinical trials involving more sharing of risk and IP. The goal is no longer internal structure and control but rather the development of innovative medicines that regulators will approve and payers will cover and reimburse. This interdependence inherent in open-source innovation is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Deal structures are depicted in Figure 3.8.

One reason for the growing prevalence of in-licensing is the consistency of the evidence that alliances improve pharmaceutical R&D productivity, contrasted with the inconsistent evidence that mergers improve R&D productivity. By the time a product reaches consideration for an alliance, it will have a lower risk than a compound in drug discovery. This decreased risk is attractive to companies, which seek to improve their overall success rate of bringing drugs to market. To that end, several academic studies conclude that drugs developed in an alliance are more likely to reach the market than drugs developed independently by an originating company. One study that examines 1,500 compounds developed by over 900 firms between 1988 and 2000 concludes that drugs developed in an alliance have a 9 percent and 14 percent higher probability of successfully completing phase II and phase III, respectively, than drugs developed by a single company. These positive effects are even stronger when the
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**Figure 3.7** Open-source innovation in pharma business model
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Another problem with open-source innovation and in-licensing is that the capabilities needed for external alliances diverge from the capabilities needed for internal R&D. The two systems require different organizational models, cultures, incentives, processes, and tools. While a company needs strong scientists to evaluate scientific opportunities and design drugs to prosecute targets, it requires a totally different skillset to manage people and oversee external R&D. Strong scientific candidates may no longer be attracted to join a given pharmaceutical company if they will not actually be carrying out any research, and good managers within that company may not have the skills to design viable drug design schemes. The result is a slippery slope with (potentially) a continued decrease in R&D productivity. As for external capabilities, pharmaceutical firms may cede some of their current power to suppliers of candidates, the best of whom will eventually be able to command a high price-point. Thus, while in-licensing may be economical now, it is unclear whether the finances will remain that way.

To the degree that firms pursue a balance of internal and external R&D, they must align open-source research (fully integrated pharmaceutical network, or FIPNet) with internal R&D and overall business strategy (fully integrated pharmaceutical company, or FIPCO). To do so is not straightforward. Internal R&D teams and therapeutic area teams feature elaborate industrial development operations, rational decision-making, best practices, and efficiency-management techniques to increase speed and throughput. Business development groups, by contrast, remain primarily transaction-oriented teams that focus on filling pipeline gaps; as a result, they are less industrialized, less rational, and more oriented to chasing after and competing for compounds. The work of business development teams needs to be closely articulated with internal R&D in order to access the external science, manage both internal and external projects as a portfolio of early stage R&D, maximize the value of assets and investments wherever the returns are higher, ensure flexibility in contracting and deal structures, and actively nurture networks between internal scientists and those in biotechnology firms and academia.

One unique model is ViViV Healthcare, a joint venture between GSK and Pfizer. The global specialist HIV company was formed by breaking down corporate barriers and sharing IP and assets from the complementary portfolios of the two parent companies. This approach enabled the new company to devote greater focus to this therapeutic area and develop new drugs. Although ViViV is only one example, this model has been successful to date and may act as a blueprint for similar opportunities in the future.
Merger activity is nevertheless likely to continue in the pharmaceutical sector for several reasons. First, the industry is still fairly unconcentrated, leaving room for additional consolidation. Second, pharmaceutical firms continue to play a game of leapfrog using the latest merger to catapult them to a leadership position in global market share as well as to promote positive feedback. Third, a pattern of mergers historically tied to swings in the stock market (evident in other industries) may become more regular in the pharmaceutical sector. Fourth, mergers in other sectors of the healthcare industry (e.g., among wholesalers and/or GPOs outside of the US) may prompt drug manufacturers to increase their size and thereby their bargaining leverage. Fifth, increasing use of pharmacogenomics to develop drugs targeted for specific genotypes, as opposed to a one-size-fits-all approach, may create stronger scale economies in drug development and sales as firms require more-specialized personnel. Sixth, pharmaceutical firms may need to experiment with new business models, thus requiring them to acquire or dispose of assets (and capabilities) along their internal value chain. Seventh, cost-containment pressures are likely to accelerate worldwide. Hopefully, the potential for real cost-savings will accelerate as well. Though the pursuit of operational efficiency may have its limits, it forces companies to think innovatively in challenging the productivity frontier.

Further merger activity may also be spurred by the growing activism of payers (public sector outside of the US, both public and private inside the US), fiscal intermediaries (HMOs, PBMs), and their cost-containment efforts. Payers are currently focused on containing the costs of specialty pharmaceuticals, which have grown from 24 percent to an estimated 27 percent of total drug spend between 2007 and 2010, using a variety of strategies (prior authorization, clinical guidelines, case management, specialty formularies, specialty pharmacy contracting, and co-insurance). Payers have also focused their cost-containment efforts on pushing brands to lower tiers on formularies (with higher co-insurance) and converting prescriptions from branded to generic drugs. Increased size may help pharmaceutical firms to finance investments in assembling data and detail teams to call upon payers (and physicians) to demonstrate their drugs are worth paying for. Larger size and dominance in regional markets in the world may help to buffer pharmaceutical firms from public criticisms regarding rising healthcare costs and the contribution made by new drugs and their prices to those rising costs. Issues of national pride, fears of foreign takeover, and protection of domestic industries may also spur M&A, as evidenced by recent events in France and Japan.

Closer collaboration with payers (at least in the USA) may make sense for other reasons as well. Reports indicate the FDA will rely on the databases held by insurers as well as large delivery systems for purposes of drug surveillance and safety.

These considerations suggest that future value creation in the pharmaceutical sector may be tied to the broader value chain in healthcare (see Figure 1.1), and larger firms may be better positioned to deliver value in this new environment. Larger firms may seek to develop partnerships with payers/purchasers of healthcare; however, these relationships may not have been well organized or well managed in the past. Pharmaceutical firms have often used such partnerships to protect and sell their pills by getting them on the payer’s formulary and then agreeing to meet some patient spending targets or participate in risk-sharing arrangements.

The ability of pharmaceutical manufacturers to maintain their prices and finance their merger activity depends on the willingness of payers to continue to pay for the innovation, which itself may be tied to the ability of pharmaceutical R&D to deliver on value (and not just on product line extensions). There have already been some efforts in the US and in Europe to assess the clinical effectiveness of new drugs and consider tying these assessments to payer coverage for the products. The National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence in the UK has rejected several new drugs in 2011 for lupus, cancer, and multiple sclerosis on the grounds that they are not worth the price. This approach is a variant of a wider movement called “pay for performance” in the provider arena, where hospitals and physicians get reimbursed or differentially reimbursed for the quality of care they deliver to patients. As part of the December 2003 Medicare Modernization Act, the US Congress barred the Medicare program from using head-to-head clinical trials to make decisions about which drugs to reimburse. Nevertheless, government officials are still calling for “practical clinical trials” (phase IV) that compare the risks and costs and benefits of alternative interventions. Industry observers have also called for an increasingly pragmatic approach to R&D to meet the needs of payers and regulators.

A similar model might be applied to the reimbursement or payment coverage for new drugs based on their cost-effectiveness. Manufacturers have already begun to make “total cost arguments” for their products (i.e., that the superior clinical benefits of their products warrant higher prices) based on their own pharmaco-economic studies. For the purposes of credibility and public payment, however, manufacturers may have to submit their products for outside evaluation and comparison with those from rival firms. Such
comparisons might include a host of diverse outcomes including symptom alleviation, health status and lifestyle improvements, workplace productivity gains, substitution for more expensive therapies, and long-term health risks. One of the first examples of this approach in practice is Effient, a drug co-developed by Daiichi Sankyo and Eli Lilly, where the cost-effectiveness of this therapy was demonstrated as part of the clinical trials.

Pharmaceutical firms might also consider how they can assist payers in their cost-containment efforts. Employers and insurers believe that national health expenditures (NHE) and prescription drug expenditures are increasing at a rate that is not sustainable. Indeed, recent estimates from CMS in the US show that between 2009 and 2019 NHE will increase 6.1 percent, while retail pharmaceutical spending will increase 6.3 percent. The annual growth rate in the latter will slow down in the first part of the 2010–2020 decade with patent expirations and the use of generics, but will then accelerate in the later part of the decade due to the arrival of new drugs and biologics. Consequently, payers feel they need to protect the affordability of prescription drugs for their enrollees. Some of the measures they are considering include more rigorous cost-effectiveness analyses of new drugs, a focus on patient outcomes, innovative utilization management programs, and reference pricing. Such efforts are especially likely as the newer (and relatively expensive) biotechnology drugs become available to patients. However, pharmaceutical companies are also being creative in how they maximize both profits and patient access. One example is with Novartis's Gilenya, which is the first oral treatment for relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis, approved by the FDA in September 2010. Priced at $48,000 per year, Novartis offered to cover patients' entire co-pay to enable greater access to this novel treatment. "It seems the best strategy for a pharmaceutical company is to price their drug as high as they possibly can and offer that co-pay assistance broadly to insulate consumers." At present, insurers have limitations on accessing information on how the co-pay portion of a patient's prescription is covered. As such, they are unable to determine true affordability of medicines for their enrollees, though a change in this arena would result in a further evolution of the coverage landscape.

Pharmaceutical firms must collaborate with managed care organizations to diagnose prescribing requirements for new expensive biologics, and then agree to market within those criteria. They must also work on ensuring proper drug utilisation, adherence, and compliance, and stringent utilization management programs to control costs. They can also help payers with pharmacoeconomics, modeling tools for evidence-based medicine, and technology assessment. For example, pharmaceutical and managed care companies can seek to model patient outcomes using their own respective data from Ingenix and IMS (as well as simulations), share their results, and refine each other's understanding of the disease and treatment process. They can then try to customize the results to the managed care plan's enrollees, develop joint programs, aid clinicians in their decision-making and perhaps gain greater credibility in the eyes of clinicians. Pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms may choose to partner with "specialty pharmacy providers" who physically distribute these biological products and/or support/train providers in their utilization. Pharmaceutical firms may also seek to work with employer coalitions on pain management or rheumatoid arthritis to improve worker productivity and decrease workers' compensation costs.

Currently in the US, both federal and state governments are funding demonstration programs in some of these areas in order to reduce the costs of healthcare. Pharmaceutical firms are well-positioned to assist them in these efforts due to the massive amounts of information and understanding they have developed on diseases, the drug therapies applied to them, and patient compliance with those therapies. They have also developed capabilities in dealing with doctors and patients and providing them with information, which can be important to payers in terms of providing greater access and outreach to underserved populations. As is evident from Fizer's past partnership with the State of Florida's Medicaid program in the early 2000s, pharmaceutical firms can engage in innovative programs with payers whereby the former gains formulation benefits and the latter limits their financial risk. However, this program was recently suspended, so the trajectory of these payer-pharmaceutical partnerships is unclear.

The difficulty facing pharmaceutical firms is that there are fifty different state customers in the Medicaid program. Moreover, these customers are acutely conscious of their Medicaid spending, since it consumes the second largest percentage of state-generated revenues (21 percent overall, 12 percent net of the federal government's share), second only to state spending on education. Moreover, average annual rates of growth in Medicaid spending during the past decade (2000–2009) were highest for prescription drugs (11.7 percent), compared to acute care (9.6 percent) and long-term care (5.8 percent). Pharmaceutical firms will need to develop customized solutions to each state's fiscal problems and form partnerships with officials, legislators, clinicians, and patient interest groups in each state. Most significantly, these customers want services and solutions, not products.
On a global front, pharmaceutical firms will need to address European governments and their ministers about governmental budgets and limits on drug spending. While rationing has succeeded in holding down national health expenditures as a percentage of gross domestic product, it has also discouraged firms from launching some drugs in Europe, has delayed the launch date of other drugs, and has led to the loss of R&D jobs and their associated economic benefits to the US. It is conceivable, therefore, that European health policies have actually reduced overall welfare in those countries.  

There are other potential benefits from value chain alliances between pharmaceutical firms and payers. These benefits include collaboration in the design and provision of other clinical integration programs (e.g., disease management, case management), the establishment of more cost-effective clinical protocols, and the development of consumer-enabling tools. Indeed, as these alliances develop, and depending on the growth of the consumerism movement, pharmaceutical firms may offer more interactive information on diseases/products/treatment options, more information on disease state awareness, compliance assistance and reminders, and assistance with high-cost products. The role of social media as a tool in these communication efforts is currently being defined as pharmaceutical companies seek new ways to connect with their customers. Thus, manufacturers and payers may need to adopt a new, shared paradigm that focuses more on patients and less on products, focuses on helping to prevent and cure disease, reviews the innovation pipeline at its early phases and assesses how drugs generate value to patients, and cooperatively designs clinical trials that address the cost-effectiveness questions of interest to payers. As part of this dialogue, pharmaceutical firms may need to recognize that not all innovative programs they pursue are worthwhile from the payers’ perspective, just as payers may need to recognize that certain innovations and breakthrough products deserve fast-track approval and adequate reimbursement. 

Value chain alliances with both payers and patients will increase in importance as the pharmaceutical sector shifts from a one-size-fits-all approach based on blockbuster drugs to more of a customized therapeutic approach focused on specific diseases and more narrow patient populations. In this latter model, competitive success may rely more on intimate customer knowledge and relationships, especially if the customers (physicians, patients, payers, intermediaries) exert more influence in the prescribing decision. Success may also hinge on the types of customized services pharmaceutical firms can provide, these different customer segments, including information, education, and management support.

In addition to value chain alliances with payers, pharmaceutical firms will need to develop traditional value chain alliances with new types of physicians and new value chain alliances with traditional physician customers. With regard to the former, pharmaceutical firms will have to supplement their marketing efforts directed toward primary care physicians with marketing efforts directed at specialists. This move will be necessitated by the growing prominence of biotechnology products that target higher severity conditions in smaller patient populations that are typically treated by specialists (e.g., HIV, congestive heart failure, multiple sclerosis). 

With regard to the latter, pharmaceutical firms may further supplement their traditional model of drug discovery leading to new clinical treatments. For example, pharmaceutical firms are extending and deepening their networks with academic medical centers (AMC) physicians and researchers in order to access basic biology, test the potential of novel targets in man quickly, monitor clinical studies that lead to breakthroughs in basic biomedical sciences, improve understanding of the mechanisms involved in disease (treatments that lead to new discovery), and reduce the attrition rate from proof-of-mechanism to early phase II. In this manner, there can be a bidirectional flow of knowledge and learning between bench scientists and clinicians. Such physician-scientists may be essential for pharmaceutical firms’ search for new drugs. A Town Hall convened in Kansas City, Missouri in July 2010 explored how universities and non-profit organizations can define new models of working with life sciences companies to enhance drug development efforts and bring safer, more-effective drugs to market. 

Pfizer has taken a different approach by forming centers for therapeutic innovation across eight cities in the US to accelerate the translation of biomedical research into medicines and feed Pfizer’s pipeline of biologics. These centers are designed to be equal partnerships doing joint studies on novel compounds with physical lab space to promote co-location of Pfizer scientists with academics. In 2009, Pfizer became the “first pharmaceutical company to be accredited by the Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection Programs (AAHRPP) for ensuring the protection of human subjects taking part in early stage clinical trials.” There are numerous examples of such fruitful interaction. The Cleveland Clinic laboratory developed intravascular ultrasound imaging technology to study plaque build-up. Pharmaceutical firms are now using this technology to test their atherosclerosis drugs. Similarly, the paclitaxel-coated coronary stent (see Chapters 1 and 6) was developed by asking physicians different kinds of questions, such as “what does the body do to these stents and why do they...
fail?" The answers provided by clinicians helped device makers to solve the
scar tissue problem of earlier stents. In addition, there is growing involve-
ment of children's hospitals, universities, and non-profit research institutes in
drug discovery and early-stage development (e.g., phase 1 clinical trials).
Hospitals which conduct a majority of clinical research are expanding their
research capacity and can act as new partners. Their efforts serve to accelerate
the translation of new compounds from discovery into clinical use, as well as
to handle some of the risks of development that pharmaceutical firms do not
want to shoulder.

Nevertheless, there are obstacles to deepening research ties with clinicians
and hospitals. First, due to managed care pressures on their incomes, physi-
cians are spending more time seeing patients and less time as clinical research-
ers. According to the Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology (FASEB), the number of physicians listing research as their primary
activity dropped 6 percent between 1980 and 1997. Second, a growing number
of AMCs are blocking or threatening to block access to their physicians by
pharmaceutical sales representatives. The clinical research monies they get
from drug companies pale in comparison to NIH funding, while the rising
costs of new drugs represent one of the fastest growing components of
hospital spending. Third, the US government has paid increasing scrutiny to
industry relationships with physicians due to concerns about conflicts of
interest that might generate more or inappropriate utilization.

What is not clear in these future scenarios is the value of large pharmaceutical
firm size. Drug companies need to evaluate the impact of future M&A on
the efficiency of their own internal value chain as well as their ability to collaborate
in the external healthcare value chain. Executives may rightly believe that larger
scale provides a seat at the table and, thus, a greater voice in any discussions with
payers and consumers. However, they may also need to document how their
increased scale serves to address major policy issues of importance to these
other constituencies: how to reduce the cost of care (or at least contain the rise in
spending), how to improve quality of care and reduce medical errors, and how
to increase access to healthcare for the underserved. Moreover, given the rising
cost of pharmaceuticals and their growing share of national healthcare budgets,
pharmaceutical firms may need to document how their products simulta-
aneously address two of these policy issues (e.g., cost-effective therapies).

Additionally, in the face of diminishing productivity and pressures on their
profits, pharmaceutical companies will be forced to manage themselves in
ways that other firms now do. They will need to increase their efficiency in
procurement (e.g., by consolidating purchases across departments and
regions), automate their transaction processing, and consider outsourcing
non-core functions (e.g., information technology, human resources, finance,
manufacturing). In this manner, pharmaceutical firms will confront
whether or not they need to remain fully integrated companies and deliberate
the key issue in corporate strategy: make (in-house) versus buy (on the
market). This issue is already on their doorstep in the form of whether to
develop the capabilities of biotechnology firms themselves or partner with
these firms in alliances. It is also an issue that has proven troublesome for
many Fortune 500 firms, as evidenced by the massive unbundling and de-
versification of their businesses in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The issue
may ultimately dwarf the importance of whether or not to engage in M&A.
Finally, it will be interesting to observe the evolution of the pharmaceutical
sector as companies place differing strategic bets on their futures. Although
M&A has historically been associated with an increase in size (and thus
conveys the accompanying benefits and challenges of size), the current drivers
of pharmaceutical innovation may shift M&A from being a goal to being a
tool. This transition would result in increased creativity in identifying innova-
tive opportunities for growth, and a more dynamic landscape within the
pharmaceutical sector.

NOTES

2. The chapter deals with mergers among large pharmaceutical firms, since these have been the
historical focus of academic researchers and consultants. Acquisitions of biotechnology
firms by pharmaceutical firms are of growing prominence and importance due to (a) the
pipeline gap in big pharma and the concentration of the industry pipeline in the hands of
biotech firms, (b) the growing frequency of such acquisitions, and (c) the changing relation-
ships between pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms over the past decade (see Chapter 4
below). Future research should study these mergers as well.
3. Another important topic not squarely addressed here is the in-licensing of products and the
comparative effectiveness of M&A and in-licensing. Thus, for example, the researcher might
question whether licensing is a more effective way of enhancing performance, and whether
licensing is a viable option given the industry's pipeline squeeze. There is case evidence, cited
below in the chapter, that M&A can be triggered by the need to protect licensed revenue
streams (Pfizer and Lipitor). The comparative effectiveness of licensing versus M&A hints at
the possible need for new intermediate models of R&D such as the "orchestrator of a
network of autonomous research units," which might more effectively connect intellectual
property assets with infrastructure and experience without compromising entrepreneuri-
ality. These issues are discussed toward the end of the chapter.
4. The authors wish to thank Martin Reeves at the Boston Consulting Group for his input in developing this section.

5. NME: an active pharmaceutical ingredient that has never before been marketed in the US in any form. US Food and Drug Administration, www.fda.gov/Drugs/informationonpharmaceuticals/ucm079746.htm

6. IND: an application to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) prior to initiating clinical trials that contains information in three broad areas: a) pharmacology and toxicology studies, manufacturing information, and clinical protocols and investigator information. US Food and Drug Administration, Investigational New Drug (IND) Application, www.fda.gov/drugs/developmentapprovalprocess/howdrugsaredevelopedandapproved/approvalselections/ind/indapplication/default.htm. INDs are limited, early-stage clinical studies; start of Phase I trials. PoC: an NME that survived early clinical testing (for safety and pharmacokinetics) will progress to small trials in a patient population (Phase II). Generally, the “PoC study” is designed such that the sponsor will have a good idea whether the NME is actually going to work for the intended indication. Phase III starts: Phase III studies are larger trials in patient populations. A sponsor needs to be fairly confident that the NME is safe and effective in order to justify the investment needed for Phase III. NDAs: a company typically files an NDA with positive data from Phase III trials.


21. Indeed, Japanese consumption on pharmaceuticals is expected to grow due to its rapidly aging population and a domestic rise in consumer demand (e.g., for pain medications). Japan is also attractive to pharmaceutical firms due to growing price pressures in the US and EU, the country’s cadre of well-trained physicians and advanced hospitals, decreasing drug approval times, and favorable changes to Japan’s health insurance system that protect pricing for innovative drugs. Jonathan Rockoff and Miho Inada, "Drug Firms Up Ante in Japan," *Wall Street Journal* (Sept. 30, 2011): B1–B3.


24. Whereas the proposed Clinton health plan limited price increases on the part of the pharmaceutical industry, the Obama healthcare reform in 2010 did not allow government intervention, limitation of drug price increases, or importation of drugs from abroad. Though the impact of this legislation has not yet been realized, it is milder on the pharmaceutical industry than had been feared. Given that the pharmaceutical industry relies on federal government programs (Medicare, Medicaid, Veterans Administration, etc.) for 31 percent of its revenues (2009 data), it will be interesting to observe the trend in prices beyond 2010 and whether margins will increase. Rebecca Trager, "Big Pharma Scores in US Healthcare Reform," *Royal Society of Chemistry – Chemistry World – News* (Mar. 25, 2010), Available at www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/News/2010/Mar/25031003.asp. Accessed June 21, 2011.


27. Longman, "Have Problem? Try M&A.”


39. In contrast to the earlier section in the chapter on “drivers,” this section provides a more thorough discussion of the defensive and offensive strategies pursued by drug firms and the forces behind them.
40. Despite these pressures, pharmaceutical firms in the US performed quite well financially during the 1990s. According to Martin Reeves, continued price increases and faster roll-outs of products more than compensated for cost containment pressures and unfavorable legislation involving generics.
42. David Ravenscroft and William Long, "Paths to Creating Value in Pharmaceutical Mergers," in Steven Kaplan (ed.), Mergers and Productivity (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 287-326. The decline in price escalation may be true for existing products, whereas price realizations may have escalated in the 1990s for new products (Martin Reeves, personal communication).
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47. Ibid. For smaller firms, M&A served as an exit strategy in response to financial trouble.
58. Higgins and Rodriguez, "Outsourcing of R&D." This observation compiles the analysis of M&A performance, since the sample of firms that merge is not representative of the industry overall.
63. Ravenscroft and Long, "Paths to Creating Value."
64. Martin Reeves, personal communication.
65. Data from Verispan indicate the number of sales representatives dropped after the peak figure of 101,000 in 2004 to 95,000 in 2007. Pharmaceutical firms may have trimmed their sales forces as part of the move to outsourcing to CMOs.
69. Ad Rawilife, personal communication.
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